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The caseinolytic proteolytic machinery (CLP) is an essential and abundant 
protease of the chloroplast protease network. It is composed of multiple components (a 
proteolytic core CLPP/R/T, chaperones CLPC1/C2/D, and adaptors CLPS1/F). Mostly 
based on functional and structural information from bacterial Clp systems, it is 
postulated that these chloroplast CLP chaperones are aided by the CLP adaptors to 
select and deliver substrates to the proteolytic chamber (protease core) for 
degradation. The chloroplast CLPPRT proteolytic core is different and far more 
complex than the bacterial or mitochondria Clp core. The chloroplast CLP core is a 
hetero-oligomeric tetradecamer that is associated with additional accessory proteins 
unique to higher plants. Furthermore, the chloroplast CLPP and CLPR subunits have 
C-terminal extensions with unknown functions.  It is unclear why chloroplast CLP 
core shows such high complexity and how these different CLP subunits contribute to 
the proteolytic system. Finally, relatively few chloroplast CLP substrates have been 
identified. 
      To better understand the chloroplast CLP protease system, I applied an in 
vivo trapping approach for substrate identification and crosslinking (XL) mass 
 spectrometry (MS) for investigation of the proximity and possible protein-protein 
interactions between these CLP components. Functional complementation showed that 
CLPP5 is crucial for CLP catalysis, whereas CLPP3 plays an essential role in CLP 
structure but its catalytic activity is dispensable. However, in vivo trapping using 
CLPPRT complexes with a reduced number of catalytic triads through the presence of 
one or more catalytically inactivated CLPP3/5 subunits did not identify proteins 
trapped in these CLPPRT complexes. This suggests that reduced proteolytic capacity 
within CLP cores does not result in a bottleneck for protein degradation in vivo. XL-
MS of affinity-purified CLP core complexes or affinity purified CLPC-TRAP 
complexes identified several putative domains and motifs involved in the CLP protein-
protein interactions. The newly established workflow of in vitro DSSO crosslinking 
using plant proteins paves the way for a more detailed exploration of the 3D structure 
and possible regulation of the chloroplast CLP machinery.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 OVERVIEW OF PLASTID BIOGENESIS  
1.1.1 Plastid types and functions in higher plants 
Plastids are a family of cellular organelles that originate from a photosynthetic 
bacterium through endosymbiosis (1, 2). Plastids contain a relatively small genome 
encoding for ribosomal RNAs, various proteins of the plastid gene expression 
machinery, proteins involved in photosynthesis, and small number of proteins 
involved with metabolism (e.g. fatty acids) and biogenesis (e.g. Clp protease).  
Higher plants contain several types of several plastid types, all originating 
from proplastids. Plastid types include pro-plastids, etioplasts, amyloplasts, 
chromoplasts, chloroplasts, leucoplasts, and gerontoplasts (Figure 1A). These various 
types of plastids are characterized according to their unique pigments or storage 
molecules within them. The pro-plastid is the progenitor of the plastid family. It is 
present in the meristem and in undifferentiated, non-photosynthetic dividing cells such 
as developing seeds. Proplastids lack the pigments chlorophyll and carotenoids, and 
have few poorly organized thylakoid membranes and possible starch grains. The 
leucoplast, which has no chlorophyll but can have some carotenoids, is found in non-
photosynthetic tissues such as roots or white petals. It stores organic compounds such 
as proteins, lipids, and starch. The amyloplast is characterized by its storage starch 
grains and is found in storage tissues such as seed endosperm (in particular in grasses), 
2 
and tuberous roots (e.g. potato, cassava). In root tips, the sedimentation of the 
amyloplasts in columella cells triggers signaling and regulates gravitropism. The 
chromoplast is a pigmented organelle highly enriched with carotenoids stored in 
plastoglobules (globular or fibrillous) which give fruits and flowers color and flavor. 
The chloroplast is present in all photosynthetic tissues and is the most studied plastid 
type due to its role in photosynthesis. Illumination triggers differentiation of 
proplastids and etioplasts into chloroplasts. The proplastid will differentiate into pre-
granal plastid and then differentiate into the mature chloroplast. During this 
differentiation pathway, thylakoid membranes are made and organized in the 
differentiating plastid. Without light, plastids in leaves develop into etioplasts, but 
chloroplasts or pre-granal plastids can also de-differentiate into etioplasts if moved 
into darkness for an extended period of time. The etioplast contains a crystalline 
prolamellae body that includes protochlorophyllide reductase as well as proto-
chlorophyllide. Upon exposure to light, etioplasts rapidly (within 24 hours) 
differentiate into the chloroplasts. During senescence, chloroplasts differentiate into 
gerontoplasts, which have strongly reduced thylakoid and stromal protein content. 
This chloroplast-to-gerontoplast transition recycles the nutrients in chloroplasts, and it 
is part of the cell senescence program (3-8). Most plastid types can differentiate or de-
differentiate to other plastid types during cell growth and development, and in 
response to environmental conditions. 
1.1.2 Chloroplast biogenesis and regulation 
The chloroplast is specialized in photosynthesis, as well as a number of 
important metabolic functions and has an extensive thylakoid membrane system. The 
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outer boundary of the chloroplast, and all other plastid types, is a double envelope 
membrane system. The outer envelope membrane, which likely originated from the 
engulfed prokaryotes (9), separates the chloroplast from the cytosol. The inner 
membrane, which evolved from the membrane of the engulfed cyanobacteria, 
separates the inter-envelope space and the stroma. Both outer and inner envelope 
membranes are lipid bilayers and contain transporters and protein complexes for the 
exchange of ions and molecules between chloroplasts and cytosol. The thylakoid 
membrane is likely generated (at least in part) from the chloroplast inner envelope 
membrane, suggested by the observation of small vesicles budding from the inner 
envelope, and the fact that thylakoid membrane has a similar lipid composition as the 
chloroplast inner membrane (10). The thylakoid membrane is the site for the light-
dependent reactions of photosynthesis and is organized in grana stacks and stroma 
lamella. The outer leaflet (facing the stroma) of the thylakoid membrane can form 
lipoprotein particles, named plastoglobules; these are particularly important during 
abiotic stress, and during developmental transitions such as senescence (11). Enclosed 
by the thylakoid membranes is the thylakoid lumen with a low pH (3.5-7), driven by 
proton translocation across the thylakoid during light-driven photosynthetic electron 
transport. Between the chloroplast envelope and the thylakoid membranes is the 
stromal region containing the majority of (soluble) proteins including the Calvin-
Benson cycle and many metabolic pathways, as well as the 70S ribosomes and most of 
the gene expression machinery. The chloroplast (and other plastid types) chromosome 
and its associated proteins (named the nucleoid) is found in the stroma, as well as 
associated with the inner envelope and thylakoid membrane (Figure 1A-B). Overall, 
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the inner architecture divides the chloroplast into several compartments that allow 
various biochemical/metabolic reactions occur within the organelle (3, 8).  
The regulation of chloroplast biogenesis in plants is controlled at both the 
cellular and genetic level in response to developmental and environmental cues. Light 
is the key factor to initiate proplastids entering the chloroplast differentiation pathway 
in dividing cells (meristem or embryo). Upon illumination, the light-activated genes in 
both the plastid and nucleus genomes are expressed and coordinate to generate 
thylakoid membranes and photosynthesis machineries. Concurrently, plastids in the 
dividing cells also propagate and divide during cell division to ensure every daughter 
cell contains plastids in that cell lineage. This plastid differentiation is cell type-
specific. For example, mesophyll cells derived from the L2/L3 layer of meristem have 
abundant chloroplasts, while epidermal cells from the L1 layer of meristem have only 
a few chloroplasts. In addition, chloroplast number per cell is regulated by growth and 
developmental stage. Mature leaf cells often have more chloroplasts than younger leaf 
cells. During leaf senescence, chloroplast number per cell decreases and chloroplasts 
differentiate to gerontoplasts by programmed degradation, that includes both extra-
plastidic and intra-plastid pathways. The extra-plastidic pathway (both dependent and 
independent of the autophagy machinery) removes bulk of contents from the plastid 
into vesicles, while intra-plastid pathways (e.g. proteolysis by intra-chloroplast 
proteases) break down the unwanted molecules within the plastid (3, 8) (Figure 1B).  
1.1.2.1 Nucleus-encoded chloroplast proteins (focus on import and processing)  
During evolution, most chloroplast genes transferred and integrated into the 
plant nuclear genome. These transferred genes, adapted to the eukaryotic expression 
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Figure 1. Plastids and chloroplast biogenesis (3). A, Chloroplast Biogenesis and 
different plastid types. B, Coordination of plastid and nuclear genome during 
chloroplast biogenesis. C, Chloroplast protein import pathways. Reprinted by 
permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature, 
Nature Review Molecular Cell Biology, Biogenesis and homeostasis of chloroplasts 
and other plastids. Paul Jarvis and Enrique Lopez-Juez. Copyright ã 2014. 
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system, nuclear genome. These transferred genes, adapted to the eukaryotic expression 
system, replicate and transcribe in the nucleus and translate in the cytosol, followed by 
post-translational targeting and import into the chloroplast. Around 3000 chloroplast 
proteins are nucleus-encoded and targeted to the chloroplast (3).   
Proteins are targeted to different compartments within the chloroplast through 
parallel pathways (Figure 1C). Chloroplast outer membrane proteins directly insert 
into the outer membrane from the cytosol. Proteins targeted to the other sub-
compartments within the chloroplast need to cross both envelope membranes and 
require a signal peptide to guide them to their final destination. The majority of these 
chloroplast targeted proteins are directed by the N-terminal chloroplast transit peptide 
(cTP). cTPs are variable in length (20-120 aa) and have very little secondary structure 
(they are mostly random coils) and lack a consensus sequence. However, cTPs 
generally do have several features that allow them to be recognized by specifically 
trained predictors such as TargetP. Some cTPs can be phosphorylated by 
serine/threonine kinase(s) and recognized by a ‘guidance complex’ (including at least 
one Hsp70 and one 14-3-3 protein) in the cytosol. This recognition enhances the 
transfer of chloroplast precursor proteins to the translocons at the chloroplast outer 
envelope. However, these precursors have to be dephosphorylated before import (12, 
13).  
Protein translocation across the chloroplast envelope is selective and requires 
energy in the form of ATP and GTP. The general import pathway contains translocons 
at the outer or inner chloroplast envelope membranes (TOC or TIC complexes). These 
translocons contain multiple components and function as a precursor protein receptor 
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and translocase during protein import. Chaperones in the cytosol (Hsp70) or stroma 
(Hsp60/70/90/100) are often recruited to assist protein import by preventing the 
immature folding of precursor proteins after synthesis and hydrolyzing ATP/GTP to 
provide energy for protein translocation (3).  
Once precursor proteins enter the stroma, their cTPs are cleaved by the 
essential stromal processing peptidase (SPP). The cleaved precursor proteins may 
undergo additional trimming by other peptidases or be re-directed to their final 
destination based on the emerging signal peptide after SPP cleavage. In particular, 
lumenal targeting peptides guide proteins to the lumen through the cpSEC1 
(chloroplast SEC1) or cpTAT (chloroplast twin arginine translocase) pathway. Similar 
to cTPs cleaved by SPP, the lumenal targeting peptides are cleaved by thylakoid 
processing peptidase (TPP or Plsp) and may undergo additional processing by other 
proteases for full maturation (3, 14).  
1.1.2.2 Plastid-encoded proteins 
The chloroplast genome contains around 100 genes and they can be divided 
into three groups: i) genes encoding for the gene expression machinery (RNA 
polymerase, ribosome, rRNA and some tRNA), ii) genes encoding components of 
photosynthetic machineries (PSI, PSII, cytochrome b6f complex, ATP synthase, and 
the large subunit of Rubisco), iii) genes encoding for proteins involved in metabolism 
or biogenesis (CLP, AccD, Ycf1/2).  
The plastid transcriptional and translational apparatus shares many similar 
features with prokaryotes, including prokaryote-like promoters, stable uncapped non-
polyA mRNAs, and bacteria-like ribosomes (70S). However, plastid gene expression 
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needs basal amount of nucleus-encoded components (see 1.1.2.3) and also requires 
extensive post-transcriptional modifications such as RNA editing (e.g. ACU to AUG) 
and processing of the polycistronic primary transcripts (3, 15). 
Plastid-encoded proteins tend to be further processed by methionine 
deformylase (PDF) followed by methionine aminopeptidases (MAP1, MAP2) (14). 
Several plastid-encoded thylakoid membrane proteins co-translationally insert to 
thylakoid membranes aided by cpSRP (chloroplast signal recognition particle) (16).  
Similar to nucleus-encoded proteins, some plastid-encoded proteins under additional 
processing. An example is the D1 protein of PSII which only becomes fully functional 
after its C-terminal processing by the C-terminal processing protease (CtpA) in the 
lumen (14).   
1.1.2.3 Coordination of plastid and nuclear-encoded protein biogenesis 
Chloroplast protein biogenesis is mediated by light and requires the 
coordinated expression of plastid- and nucleus-encoded proteins. During the transition 
of proplastid-to-chloroplast, the nuclear genome expresses a basal amount of RNA 
polymerase (NEP) and translocons for chloroplast protein import. NEP activates the 
expression of the plastid-encoded RNA polymerase (PEP). PEP and NEP further work 
together with PPR (pentatricopeptide repeat) proteins and sigma factor and trigger 
plastid gene expression. To import a large amount of the proteins (such as the 
components of LHC, PSI, PSII, and the Calvin cycle), unique photosynthetic 
translocons encoded by the nuclear genome are formed. In addition, proteins involved 
in chloroplast protein homeostasis and metabolism are also imported. This type of the 
coordination where plastid gene expression is under control of the nuclear genome is 
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known as anterograde signaling. In contrast, plastids also regulate nuclear gene 
expression through retrograde signaling (3) (Figure 1B). 
Retrograde signaling was first noted in barley mutants with undifferentiated 
plastids that had a lower level of proteins encoded by the photosynthesis-associated 
nuclear genes (17). Retrograde signaling can be triggered by genetic defects in the 
plastid genome, chemicals or inhibitors blocking protein synthesis or metabolic 
pathways in plastids. Various types of nuclear genes (from photosynthesis-associated 
to stress-induced genes) can be regulated through retrograde signaling. So far several 
retrograde pathways have been identified, including the tetrapyrrole intermediate 
signaling pathway, plastid gene expression pathway, plastid redox state and the 
reactive oxygen species pathway. These diverse pathways seem to be convergent at 
some level. GUN1 (genome uncoupling 1) has been proposed as a “master switch” 
that integrates several retrograde signals within plastids. One model for plastid-
nucleus communication is the GUN1-PTM-ABI4 pathway. GUN1 triggers PTM (a 
plastid envelope-bound protein homeodomain transcription factor) to be cleaved by an 
unknown protease, resulting in the release of an N-terminal portion of PTM (N-PTM) 
from the chloroplast envelope to the nucleus. N-PTM interacts with transcriptional 
factor ABI4, which regulates nuclear gene expression. Whether other routes and 
mechanisms are involved in plastid-to-nucleus communication is not known (17-20). 
Overall, nuclear and plastid gene expression are closely coordinated for plastid 
biogenesis and optimization based on development stage, metabolic needs, and 
environmental conditions.   
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1.2 CHLOROPLAST PROTEOSTASIS 
Protein homeostasis is a sum of protein synthesis, protein folding, and protein 
degradation. In this section, I will focus on protein degradation (proteolysis) and how 
it contributes to chloroplast proteostasis.   
1.2.1 Plastids and proteolysis 
Proteolysis impacts plastids in different ways (Figure 2A-B). First, proteolysis 
helps protein maturation within plastids. The N-terminal processing peptidase in 
stroma (SPP) and thylakoid lumen (TPP) cleave the signal peptides from the precursor 
proteins on arrival to their destination. The N-terminal aminopeptidase MAP1/2 
modify the N-terminal methionine of the plastid-encoded proteins and stabilize 
proteins within the plastid. The C-terminal processing peptidase CtpA processes 
plastid-encoded D1 protein for its ligand binding and maturation. Second, proteolysis 
removes unwanted proteins or peptides within plastids.  Organellar oligo-peptidase 
(Oop) and Presequence protease (Prep) process the cleaved transit peptides in stroma 
and avoid accumulation of the peptides that may be toxic to the cells. Third, 
proteolysis controls protein quality in plastids at various growth stage and 
environmental conditions.  Central in proteostasis is the ATP-dependent CLP protease 
system, involved in e.g. removing misfolded proteins such as deoxyxylulose 5-
phosphate synthase (DXS). In addition, FtsH and Deg are involved in turnover of 
damaged D1 protein of the photosystem reaction center. Fourth, proteolysis may 
release membrane-bound proteins (such as transcriptional regulators). Thylakoidal 
protease EGYs belong to M50A family. This family is characterized by its member E. 
coli RseP, which cleaves the intramembrane protein RseA and triggers cell signaling. 
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It is likely EGYs play a similar role. Fifth, extra-plastid proteolysis through autophagy 
or chlorophagy degrades the whole plastid or selected plastid in the vacuole, which 
recycles and relocates the nutrients from plastid to the cell (14, 21).  
1.2.1.1 The chloroplast protease network 
In Arabidopsis chloroplasts, at least three proteases have been identified in 
each compartment (envelope, stroma, thylakoid membrane, lumen); however, very 
little is known for most of these proteases except for their functional domains (through 
sequence alignment with known homologs) and their subcellular compartment 
(experimental data or predicted through co-expression network) (22) (Figure 2B). It is 
likely that several chloroplast proteases may share the same protein substrates but 
work sequentially or in parallel to process proteins. One example is the Deg and FtsH 
proteases cooperating in D1 protein turnover. D1 protein of the PSII reaction center is 
an integral thylakoid membrane protein. It has five transmembrane helixes (A-E) 
connected by loops exposed to either the stroma or lumen. It has been shown that 
specific D1 fragments accumulated in var2 (ftsh2) mutant but not in the deg2 deg8 
mutants. Since thylakoidal FtsH1/2/5/8 form a FtsH complex degrading D1, and 
Deg2/8 locate to the lumen where the D1 loops and C-terminal are located,  it was 
proposed that processing of the D1 by Deg can assist D1 degradation by FtsH (23, 24). 
Another possible network is CLP, OOP, and PREP, based mostly on their stromal 
localization, genetic interaction, and their substrate size. X-ray structures of 
PREP/OPP/CLP homologs suggests that PREP and OOP can degrade about 8-23 
amino peptide substrates, whereas CLP can degrade bigger protein substrates and 
release peptide products around 8-12 amino acid (25-28). It has been proposed that 
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OOPs and PREPs function downstream of CLP. Whether these aminopeptidases work 
in parallel or sequentially is unknown (14).  
1.2.1.2 Chlorophagy and ATG-independent vesicles  
In contrast to the intra-plastid proteolysis, extra-plastid degradation also 
regulates plastid protein homeostasis by degrading either intact chloroplasts or 
selected content of the chloroplasts in the vacuole (Figure 2D). This extra-plastid 
degradation is also known as autophagy and has been well characterized in yeast 
containing more than 30 autophagy-related genes (ATGs) involving in the process. 
During starvation, part of the yeast cytosolic content or organelles in the cytosol is 
engulfed by membrane. This forms a vesicle with double layer membranes 
(autophagesome). This autophagesome is then delivered to the vacuole for 
macromolecule degradation. In Arabidopsis, almost all yeast core ATG homologs are 
found in its genome (except for ATG14). Reverse genetics of these atg mutants and 
live imaging of the GFP-fusion ATG8 (autophagesome marker) showed that a similar 
autophagy pathway is present in plants, and this pathway is active in response to 
stresses such as nutrient starvation (31).  
ATG-dependent pathways are involved in the regulation of chloroplast protein 
homeostasis. In the RCB (Rubisco-containing body) pathway and the chlorophagy 
pathway, partial content of the chloroplast stroma or the whole organelle is enclosed 
by autophagesomes and delivered to vacuoles. These two pathways need ATGs and 
can be found during senescence. Another type of senescence-induced pathway 
involves ATG-independent lytic vacuoles (senescence-associated vacuole; SAV) 
containing stromal content. SAV differs from RCB in its morphology and content  
14 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Proteases and plastids.  
A, Proteases contribute to plastid life and death (29). Reprinted from International 
Review of Cell and Molecular Biology, Vol. 280, Yusuke Kato, Wataru Sakamoto, 
New insights into the types and function of proteases in plastids, p.187. Copyright ã 
2010, with permission from Elsevier. B, Protein maturation and proteolysis in 
chloroplasts. C, Chloroplast proteases (30). Reprinted by the permission from Plant 
Physiology, copyright by the American Society of Plant Biologists. D, Extra-plastid 
degradation pathways (31). Reprinted from Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, Vol. 1837, 
Hiroyuki Ishida, Masanori Izumi, Shinya Wade, Amane Makino, Roles of autophagy 
in chloroplast recycling, p.514. Copyright ã 2014, with permission from Elsevier.  
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SAV is enclosed by a monolayer membrane and carries a cysteine protease and 
chlorophyll a, which are not found in RCB. The mechanisms for these extra-plastid 
pathways are not known (31-33).    
 
1.3. CHLOROPLAST CLP MACHINERY IN ARABIDOPSIS 
1.3.1 The architecture of the chloroplast CLP machinery and its homologs 
The CLP (caseinolytic protease) machinery is present in all prokaryotes and 
the organelles that originated from endosymbiosis, such as plastids and mitochondria, 
and has a conserved architecture across different species (34-36). This machinery is 
composed of several different components including adaptors, chaperones, and 
protease (34, 35, 37).  
The CLP proteolytic core (protease) is a tetradecamer with two heptameric 
rings stacked together (38, 39). In bacteria and mitochondria, most of the CLP 
tetradecamer proteolytic cores are homo-oligomeric, composed of 14 identical CLPP 
monomers (38, 40). Each monomer can be divided into three parts: the N-terminal 
region, the globular head domain, and the handle region (41). X-ray structure of 
bacterial CLP showed that the main body of each heptameric ring is built by the head 
domain of 7 CLPP monomers and the interaction between the two heptameric rings is 
contributed by the dynamic handle region (41). The tetradecameric proteolytic CLPR 
core in the Arabidopsis chloroplast is a ~350 kDa complex, composed of 5 different 
CLPP (P1, P3-6) and 4 different CLPR (R1-4) subunits (42). These CLPP/R subunits 
form two heptameric rings: the P-ring (P3: P4: P5: P6= 1: 2: 3: 1) and the R-ring (P1: 
R1: R2: R3: R4= 3: 1: 1: 1) (43) (Figure 3A). It is unclear why the chloroplast Clp 
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protease has such a complicated composition and how each CLPP/R subunit is 
arranged in the 3D structure. Compared to the prokaryotic CLPP monomer, 
chloroplast CLPP/R subunits have a unique C-terminal extension except for the 
plastid-encoded CLPP1 (40). This C-terminal extension is common in higher plants, 
but the function of the C-terminal extension is unknown (43). Two accessory proteins 
named CLPT1/T2, which are homologous to the N-terminal region of AAA+ 
chaperones, are also unique to higher plants and are strongly associated with the 
CLPPR tetradecamer (42, 44).  This association is likely due to the MYFF motif in 
CLPTs interacting with the hydrophobic cleft on CLPPR complexes (44).  
CLP chaperones, as protease gatekeepers, self-associate into a hexamer and 
dock onto the CLP protease (35). In chloroplasts, AAA+ chaperones include 
CLPB3/C1/C2/D (34). All of these chaperones carry two ATPase domains and one 
IGF loop, except for CLPB, which lacks an IGF loop (also known as CLPP interacting 
motif) (34). It is believed that CLPC1/C2/D are involved in gating the CLPPRT 
complexes while CLPB3 plays another quality control role in removing the aggregated 
proteins by refolding. Interestingly, an R motif (required for cyanobacteria CLPC 
docking on the CLPP3/R complexes in cyanobacteria) is only found in CLPC1/C2 but 
not in CLPD, implying that CLPC1/C2 hexamer but not CLPD may interact with the 
chloroplast R-ring that originated from the cyanobacteria CLPP3/R complex (45). 
Adaptor proteins, known as scaffold or activator proteins, prepare substrates and 
protease for degradation (46). In Arabidopsis chloroplasts, two adaptor proteins, 
CLPS1 and CLPF, have been identified (47, 48). The core domain of CLPS1, the N-
terminal domain and the UVR domain of CLPF are important for CLPC1 interaction 
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(47). How this bipartite adaptor system recognizes and delivers substrates is not fully 
understood.  
1.3.1.1 Identification and evolution of the chloroplast CLPs  
The whole chloroplast CLP protease complex was first identified as a 350 kDa 
complex in Arabidopsis and later in the non-photosynthetic plastid in Brassica (40, 
42). This complex is composed of 10 different protein subunits named CLPP1/3-6, 
and CLPR1-4 according to the presence or absence of the catalytic triad (Ser-His-
Asp)(34). Two additional CLPT proteins were discovered at the same time with the 
CLPPR complexes, but are considered to be outside the tetradecamer due to the low 
homology between CLPT and CLP/R proteins (42).  
Sequence alignment demonstrated that the Arabidopsis CLPP/R subunits are 
not very conserved, sharing 20-40% identity within the CLPP or CLPR group (49). 
Phylogenic analysis suggested that most of these chloroplast CLPP/R originated from 
the cyanobacterial CLP1/P2 or CLPP3/R complexes (34, 43). Plastid-encoded CLPP1 
and nuclear-encoded CLPR2 most likely evolved from the cyanobacteria CLPP3. 
Nuclear-encoded subunits CLPR1, 3, 4 are most similar to the cyanobacteria non-
proteolytic CLPR. The origin of the nuclear-encoded CLPP6, as suggested by 
phylogenic analysis, is cyanobacterial CLPP1/P2. However, the origin of the nuclear-
encoded CLPP3-5 and CLPT1-2 are still unclear. CLPT1/T2 are only found in higher 
plants (34). Chloroplast CLP chaperones (CLPC1/C2/D) and adaptors (CLPS1) were 
identified as bacterial homologs through sequence homology (48, 50-52). Arabidopsis 
CLPC1/2 are very similar to each other (88% identity) and to its cyanobacteria CLPC 
homolog (more than 70% identity); CLPD has ~ 45% sequence identity to the 
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cyanobacteria and chloroplast CLPC homologs (34). Adaptor CLPS1, detected by 
proteome analysis of Arabidopsis stroma, likely evolved from cyanobacteria CLPS1 
(48). CLPF, on the other hand, was first identified as a CLPS1 putative substrate but 
later as an interactor since its interaction with CLPS1 does not require the substrate 
binding site of CLPS1 (47). CLPF is suggested as an evolutionary adaptation since it 
is found in all photosynthetic eukaryotes (47). 
1.3.1.2 Reverse genetics of clp mutants  
Homozygous clpp/r mutants display different levels of growth and molecular 
phenotypes, in part correlated with their stoichiometry in the tetradecamer (Figure 3B) 
(49). Losing AtCLPP4 or AtCLPP5 (two or three copies in the tetradecamer) caused 
an embryo lethal phenotype and an arrest at the globular stage during embryogenesis. 
Loss of expression of AtCLPP3, AtCLPR2, or AtCLPR4 (one copy each) led to a 
seedling lethal phenotype. These homozygous mutants stopped growing at the 
cotyledon stage but could be partially rescued by a supplement of sucrose, suggesting 
that the chloroplast biogenesis was impaired in these mutants. clpr1 nulls grew 
autotrophically but had a delayed growth and yellow-green rosette phenotype. The 
relatively moderate phenotype of clpr1 is likely due to the redundancy between 
CLPR1 and CLPR3. Complementation tests showed that clpr1 could be recovered by 
overexpressing CLPR3 in vivo, but this is not the case for the other CLPP/R subunits. 
Since the other CLP/R subunits could not substitute for each other, these CLPP/R 
subunits are not redundant and may have a specific contribution toward the CLPPRT  
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Figure 3. The architecture, components, and current model of CLP proteases.  
A, The architecture of chloroplast CLP machinery in Arabidopsis (34). Reprinted from 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, Vol. 1847, Kenji Nishimura and Klaas J. van Wijk, 
Organization, function and substrates of the essential CLP protease system in plastids, 
p.916. Copyright ã 2015, with permission from Elsevier. B, Phenotypes of the 
Arabidopsis clp nulls (48, 49). Reprinted by the permission from Plant Cell, copyright 
by the American Society of Plant Biologists. C, Substrate recognition and degradation 
mechanism of CLP machinery (35). Reprinted from Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, 
Vol. 1823, Tania A. Baker and Rebert T. Sauer, ClpXP, an ATP-powered unfolding 
and protein-degradation machine, p.16. Copyright ã 2012, with permission from 
Elsevier.
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machinery. Since there is no CLPP6 T-DNA line and due to the difficulty of plastid 
gene transformation in Arabidopsis, the possible function of CLPP6 and CLPP1 was 
was deduced from the phenotypic analysis of tobacco transgenic lines or Arabidopsis 
antisense lines. Knock down of CLPP6 in Arabidopsis and tobacco resulted in pale 
leaves with a retarded growth rate (53, 54). Downregulation of the plastid-encoded 
CLPP1 in tobacco resulted in a delayed growth and pigment deficiencies (54). 
Deletion of the whole CLPP1 in tobacco led to a lethal phenotype (55). The reverse 
genetics data indicates that a) all the CLPP/R subunits are important for plant growth 
and development and b) each of them may have a unique contribution to the 
tetradecamer.  
In contrast to the severe phenotypes observed in the tetradecamer mutants, the 
regulator (chaperones, adaptors, or accessory proteins) mutants are viable. Knocking 
out CLP chaperone (CLPD) or adaptors (CLPS1 or CLPF) does not result in a visible 
growth phenotype (47, 48). Only clpc1 null but not clpc2 displayed a pale green 
rosette phenotype, implying that CLPC1 plays a more important role in protein 
regulation (48, 56). Although no visible phenotype was observed in clpc2 nulls, the 
dosage effect of CLPC2 on clpc1 indicated their genetic interaction in vivo (48). A 
synergistic effect between clpt1clpt2 has also been observed. The clpt1 or clpt2 single 
mutant is WT-like, but clpt1clpt2 nulls showed a virescent and serrated leaves with 
reduced growth (44).  
1.3.2 Substrate recognition and degradation mechanisms of CLP systems  
1.3.2.1 Substrate recognition and delivery  
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Substrate recognition and delivery for proteolytic degradation (Figure 3C) 
must be carried out timely and effectively in response to various environmental and 
developmental cues. CLP chaperones and adaptors play a major role in substrate 
recognition and delivery to the CLP proteolytic cores. CLP chaperones (as gate-
keepers of the proteolytic chamber) selectively recognize the degradation signal(s) in 
substrates through its specified N-terminal substrate-interacting region and deliver the 
substrates to the proteolytic chamber (35). Two examples for this type of recognition 
are EcCLPA recognizing the N-terminus of RepA, and EcCLPX recognizing the C-
terminal motif of the bacteriophage Mu repressor (57, 58). Adaptors (as scaffolds or 
activators) recognize degradation signals on the substrates and deliver substrates to 
protease for degradation (function as scaffolds) and/or prime whole CLP machinery 
for degradation (function as activators) (46). EcSspB is a scaffold adaptor that targets 
substrates with an ssrA-tag generated by the tmRNA when protein translation is 
incomplete (59). EcClpS is another example of scaffold adaptors. EcClpS recognizes 
the N-end rule degrons of the substrates (60, 61). BsMecA, on the other hand, acts as a 
priming adaptor that not only recognizes the substrates (ComK and ComS) but also 
activates the CLPCs and CLPPs to form a complex for substrate degradation (62).  
In chloroplast, three CLP chaperones (AtCLPC1/C2/D) are believed to be 
involved in substrate recognition and delivery. However, the degradation signals 
recognized by each chaperone and the mechanism for substrate delivery to AtCLPPRT 
by each chaperone remain unclear. A recent X-ray structure showed that the N-
terminal domain (substrate-interacting domain) of AtCLPD is structurally divergent 
from AtCLPC1, implying that these chaperones may have different substrate 
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recognition mechanisms (63). AtCLPD does not have an R-motif that is necessary for 
the hexamer to dock onto the cyanobacterial CLPP3R ring (the ancestor of the CLP R-
ring), implying that CLPC1 and CLPD interact with the CLPPRT complex differently. 
It is possible that CLPD forms mixed oligomers with CLPC1,2 thus allowing it to 
participate in delivery of substrates. The different temporal presence of the CLPC and 
CLPD in vivo also hints that CLPD may play a unique role in recognizing the 
senescence-induced or stress-induced protein substrates (52).  
Adaptor protein AtCLPS1, a bacterial CLPS homolog that recognizes and 
delivers the N-end rule substrates to bacterial CLPAP system, has been proposed to 
form a bipartite system with CLPF for degradation of glutamyl-tRNA reductase 
(GluTR) (47). The interacting domains among chaperone (CLPC1), adaptors (CLPS1 
and CLPF), and the substrate (GluTR) have been identified through intensive 
biochemical studies in vitro using recombinant proteins. However, the degrons and the 
substrate specificity of these adaptors are still unclear. Whether a similar N-end rule 
presents in chloroplasts is unknown. Recently, a chloroplast N-terminome analysis and 
an in vitro CLPS1 affinity analysis suggest  that several residues (F,L,W) may 
function as the N-degron for the CLPPRT system in chloroplasts (64) (Montandon et 
al, unpublished). Investigation of the recognition mechanism of degrons will advance 
our understanding of the protein homeostasis regulated by CLP protease in 
chloroplasts. 
1.3.2.2 Substrate unfolding and translocation through chaperone gates  
    Chaperones control substrate entry into the proteolytic CLP chamber in two 
ways. First, chaperone hexamers can unfold and translocate substrates in an ATP-
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dependent way (35). This is crucial for the folded protein substrates to enter the 
proteolytic chambers through the protease axial pores (~10 angstrom) (65). CLP 
chaperones have ATPase domain(s); each ATPase domain has two conserved motifs 
(walker A and walker B) involved in ATP binding and hydrolysis that empower the 
chaperones as the molecular motors to unfold the substrates and translocate the 
substrates into the CLP proteases (35). Second, chaperone hexamer can enlarge the 
axial pores of the protease when it docks onto the protease (66). The assembly of the 
chaperone hexamer and the CLP tetradecamer needs ATP binding but does not need 
ATP hydrolysis (35). This assembly, sometime aided by an adaptor (e.g. MecA that 
primes BsCLPCP), can widen the axial pores of the protease and activate the 
chaperones and protease for the subsequent degradation (66-68). Several motifs or 
regions involved in the interaction between the CLP chaperones and the protease have 
been identified for EcCLPXP. These include the IGF motif and the pore 2 loop of 
CLPX, as well as the hydrophobic cleft and the N-terminal loop of CLPP. The IGF 
loop can interact with the hydrophobic cleft of the CLPP complex, whereas the pore 2 
loop can interact with the N-terminal loop of CLPP (35, 69, 70). It is unclear how 
chloroplast CLPC1/C2/D forms the hexamer (homo-oligo or hetero-oligomer) and 
where these hexamers dock onto the CLPPRT core. Whether other motifs or 
components stabilize the chloroplast CLPC-CLPPRT interaction is also unknown. 
1.3.2.3 Substrate processing within the proteolytic barrel 
The proteolytic barrel has two main structural characters that control the 
protein processing before and after entering into the proteolytic barrel. One is its 
narrow substrate entry pores (axial pores) contributed by the N-terminal loop of 
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CLPP; the other is its sequestered catalytic sites within the barrel-like tetradecamer 
(65). Therefore, only translocated substrates or small peptides can access the CLPP 
catalytic sites in the barrel. These two characters also prevent the degradation of the 
surrounding proteins of CLP proteases. 
The CLPP catalytic site is a serine type catalytic triad (Ser-His-Asp) that is 
conserved across species and has also been found in other serine type proteases such 
as trypsin and chymotrypsin (71). Peptide bond cleavage by the CLP protease does not 
require ATP and is believed to be nonspecific cleavage because of a) the 
symmetrically homo-oligomeric composition of CLPP tetradecamer and b) the high 
density of the catalytic sites within the tetradecamer (14 catalytic sites in a spherical 
chamber with a 50 angstrom diameter) (41, 65). Interestingly, Listeria monocytogenes 
has two CLPP isoforms and can form homo-oligomer CLPP2 or heterooligomer 
CLPP1/P2 complexes in vitro (72). Peptide library screening using LmCLPP 
complexes showed a peptide cleavage preference between CLPP1 and CLPP2 but this 
preference becomes less distinct in the protease degradation assay (73). Whether the 
different CLPP isoforms in the same hetero-oligomeric CLP complex contribute to 
catalysis differently is not understood.   
Once substrates enter the tetradecamer, they become accessible to the catalytic 
sites in the proteolytic chamber. The product of the CLP protease is around 8-12 
amino acids. This size is predicted by the distance of the catalytic sites of the 
EcCLPP14 X-ray structure (25 angstrom). The product is most likely to exit through 
lateral sites between the two heptameric rings since the top and bottom ring surfaces 
are the docking sites of the CLP chaperones. X-ray structure of the BsCLPP and 
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SaCLPP showed several conformational states of CLPP complexes, which likely 
reflect the dynamic conformational states of CLPP complexes in vivo. In the extended 
state, the two heptameric rings of the CLP complex were connected by the handle 
regions through the hydrogen bond network and the catalytic triads of the CLPPs were 
oriented properly. It is therefore believed that CLP protease in this conformational 
state is active. On the contrary, BsCLPP and SaCLPP in the compressed stated lost the 
connection between the handle regions seen in the extend state.  The side pores 
between the two rings appeared instead. Because the catalytic triads of the BsCLPP 
and SaCLPP in this state were all miss-oriented, this conformational state is believed 
as an inactive state. The third state is the compact state. This state has been proposed 
as the intermediate state, a transition from the extend state to the compressed state. 
CLPP complexes in this state did not have their catalytic triads oriented properly and 
their handle regions (E-helix) did not break as seen in the compressed form. These 
structural studies suggest that CLPP in vivo may undergo a dynamic conformational 
change and the protease product is possibly released from the lateral pore openings in 
the compressed conformational state (41).  
Although the intensive structural and biochemical studies have been done on 
bacterial CLPPs, little is known about the protein 3D structure and degradation 
mechanism of the chloroplast CLPPRT except for their stoichiometry. The main 
challenges to obtain structural information is the complicated composition of the 
chloroplast CLPPRT and low yield of the CLPPRT purified from plants for 
subsequent structural and kinetics analysis. Alternative approaches using structural 
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proximity crosslinking, and co-evolution analysis of protein subunits within the 
CLPPRT complexes may help to resolve the 3D structure of the CLPPRT complexes.  
1.3.3 Known CLP substrates and the approaches used for substrate discovery 
So far, only a few chloroplast CLP substrates have been identified. GluTR 
(Glutamyl-tRNA reductase) was first identified as a direct interactor using in vitro 
trapping, combining affinity-MS analysis of the wt CLPS1 and mutated ClpS1 
carrying point mutations in the CLPS1 substrate binding (48). DXS (deoxyxylulose 5-
phosphate synthase) and PAAM2/HMA8 (P-type ATPase of Arabidopsis 2 or Heavy 
Metal ATPase 8) were discovered through their overaccumulation in clp mutants (74, 
75). PSY (phytoene synthase) was discovered as an interactor with CLPC through pull 
down-MS (76). These candidates were all further tested for their subcellular location, 
protein-protein interaction with the CLP system, and the protein turnover in clp 
mutants. 
Substrate candidate lists have been also generated by comparative proteomic 
approaches (77-79). These approaches, in principle, investigate the proteomic 
difference between two cells (wt versus mutant) or two stages (inhibitor before added 
versus inhibitor after added). Putative substrates were identified as those proteins 
accumulated in the protease mutants or enriched after protease inhibitor was added. 
One benefit of this approach is that it provides the peptide information that may 
include the possible protease cleavage site. These clp mutant lines were either 
generated by knocking out a CLP subunit or temporally suppressing the CLP 
expression (77, 79, 80). However, this approach can not distinguish between primary 
and secondary effects caused by the impairment of the CLP machinery in vivo.  
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Recently, new AAA+ protease substrates have been identified using in vivo trapping 
(81-83). The rationale of the in vivo trapping is to prevent substrates from degradation 
and enrich the substrates trapped by the protease machinery for affinity-MS analysis. 
With an in parallel control, putative substrates are those proteins that are only present 
or highly enriched in the trap sample but not in the control line. This method keeps the 
advantages of the proteomic approaches and overcomes the secondary effect of the 
comparative proteomic analysis of the total cell extracts. CLPPRT is an abundant 
protease in the chloroplast stroma and is constitutively expressed. Systematic 
identification of the chloroplast CLP substrates and their degradation signals are key 
to understand and control the CLP machinery in chloroplasts.  
 
1.4 THESIS OBJECTIVES AND AIMS OF THE CHAPTERS 
The objective of this dissertation is to investigate the function and structure of 
the chloroplast CLP machinery through substrate identification and investigation of 
the spatial arrangement of CLP machinery. Systematic substrate identification 
provides an unbiased way to unravel protease biological functions in vivo. Chapter two 
reviews the experimental studies of protease substrate trapping using an in vivo 
trapping approach. The aim of chapter two is to summarize the key features and 
limitations of in vivo trapping, as well as to generate a guideline for substrate 
identification using this approach. Chapter three investigates the chloroplast household 
CLP protease using inactive CLPP3 and CLPP5 subunits for in vivo trapping. The aim 
of this chapter is to understand the functional contribution of CLPP subunits and 
identify substrate candidates of the chloroplast CLP. Chapter four studies the 
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proximity of the CLPPRT and CLPC using DSSO-MSn analysis. This chapter aims to 
provide preliminary data for further investigation of the spatial arrangement of the 
individual subunits in the tetradecamer using co-evolution analysis. Chapter five 
summarizes all chapters and provides future directions of chloroplast CLP research 
from a structural and functional perspective.    
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
DISCOVERY OF AAA+ PROTEASE SUBSTRATES THROUGH TRAPPING 
APPROACHES1 
2.1 ABSTRACT  
Proteases play essential roles in cellular proteostasis. Mechanisms through 
which proteases recognize their substrates are often hard to predict and therefore 
require experimentation. In vivo trapping allows systematic identification of potential 
substrates of proteases, their adaptors and chaperones. This combines in vivo genetic 
modifications of proteolytic systems, stabilization of protease-substrate interactions, 
affinity enrichments of trapped substrates, and mass spectrometry-based identification. 
In vitro approaches, in which immobilized protease components are incubated with 
isolated cellular proteome, complement this in vivo approach. Both approaches can 
provide information about substrate recognition signals, degrons, as well as 
conditional effects. This review summarizes published trapping studies and their 
biological outcomes, and provides recommendations for substrate trapping of the 
processive AAA+ Clp, Lon and FtsH chaperone-proteolytic systems.  
 
____________________________ 
1 Jui-Yun Rei Liao and Dr. Klaas J. van Wijk wrote the manuscript. This work has 
been published in Trend in Biochemical Sciences, 2019, in press.    
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2.2 PROTEOLYTIC SYSTEMS AND SUBSTRATE SELECTION, 
UNFOLDING AND DEGRADATION  
Cellular proteomes maintain protein homeostasis (proteostasis) through control 
of protein synthesis, maturation and degradation (1). A wide range of proteases exist 
which are classified using a universal system as outlined in the MEROPS database at 
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/merops/ (2). The main challenge in protease research and 
understanding cellular proteostasis is determining how substrates are recognized by 
proteases and how the activity of proteases is regulated. This recognition typically 
involves modification of proteins resulting in the formation of a degron (see Glossary). 
Such degrons can be the unfolded domain of a protein, or can involve one or more 
post-translational modifications (PTMs), e.g. poly-ubiquitination by E3-ligases in 
eukaryotes (3-5) or addition of an N-terminal residue by amino acid transferases such 
as Leu/Phe-tRNA proteins transferases in case of N-end rule substrates in prokaryotes 
(6), or addition of the C-terminal ssrA tag (11 amino acids) (7, 8) through the action of 
ssrB (9). Generally, it is difficult to predict which proteins are degraded by which 
protease system. Furthermore, degradation of proteins frequently involves more than 
one protease, either acting in series or in parallel. Yet, such hierarchies are poorly 
understood. Thus, experimentation is needed to determine the substrates for proteases. 
An important class of proteases are the ATP-dependent AAA+ proteases (see 
Glossary), in particular the Clp protease system, the Lon and the FtsH proteases. It 
should be noted that members of these families may have alternative names in 
different species (e.g. FtsH members AFG3L2 and YME1 in human and yeast, 
respectively).  These proteolytic systems are found in eubacteria and eukaryotes, and 
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substrate selection does not involve ubiquitination. They have been studied in 
eubacteria such as Escherichia coli (E. coli), Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus), and 
Bacillus subtilis (B. subtilis) as well as in mitochondria and plastids/chloroplasts in a 
range of eukaryotes (10-13). These AAA+ proteases form barrel-like proteolytic 
chambers and rely on either separate or integrated AAA+ unfoldase/chaperones to 
interact, unfold, and translocate the substrates into the proteolytic chamber. They are 
often aided by so-called adaptor proteins (see Glossary) many of which select specific 
substrate classes and deliver them to the chaperone-protease complex (14). The 
processive nature of these proteases and the lack of cleavage site motifs makes 
prediction and experimental recognition of their substrates challenging.  
This review is focused on protease substrate trapping in AAA+ protease 
systems, which is an effective way to identify substrates for these ATP-dependent 
proteolytic systems. Table 1 provides a complete inventory of published substrate 
trapping studies for Clp, FtsH and Lon system in prokaryotes (E. coli, B., S. aureus, 
Caulobacter crescentus – S. crescentus), in chloroplasts of the plant species 
Arabidopsis thaliana (A. thaliana), and in mitochondria of the fungus Podospora 
anserine (P. anserine), A. thaliana, and embryonic fibroblasts of mice. Substrate 
trapping is also effective and popular for E3 ligases that ubiquitinate specific proteins 
for selective degradation by the proteasome (15), but this will not be discussed here.  
Whereas substrate trapping has been used in multiple studies, as will be 
reviewed in this paper, it could be used to discover many more AAA+ protease 
substrates across a much larger number of species, environmental, developmental 
conditions and genetic backgrounds. Moreover, AAA+ proteases in eukaryotes are 
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often represented by (large) gene families and the functional diversity within these 
families is poorly understood. As an example, the A. thaliana genome encodes for 17 
FtsH/FtsH-like proteins, eight Lon/Lon-like proteins distributed mostly across 
chloroplasts and mitochondria, whereas the mitochondrial and chloroplast Clp system 
includes at least 17 proteins. Substrate trapping can help to identify the specific 
functions and substrates of components within each of these diversified systems. This 
review therefore summarizes key technical features and biological outcomes of the 
published studies of in vivo trapping for Clp, Lon and FtsH chaperone-proteolytic 
systems (Table 1). We also introduce and review a complementary in vitro trapping 
approach, which so far has only been used for the adaptor ClpS in E. coli and 
chloroplasts of A. thaliana (Table 1). The review also provides suggestions and 
recommendations for future studies. 
 
2.3 PROTEOMIC APPROACHES TO DISCOVER PROTEASE SUBSTRATES 
AND CLEAVAGE SPECIFICITIES   
To systematically identify candidate protease substrates and study protease-
substrate relationships in vivo, several proteomics approaches are available (16), 
namely comparative quantitative proteomics and peptidomics, as well as N-
terminomics using N-terminal labeling techniques such as TAILS and COFRADIC 
(see Glossary) (17-22). These approaches typically analyze and compare the proteome 
and peptidome composition in (sub)cellular protein extracts in the presence or absence 
of the protease (activity) or during a time course, e.g. for plant metacaspases (23). 
Potential substrates are then identified by quantitative and/or qualitative comparison of 
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 d
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 b
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ro
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f p
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 c
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 c
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proteins and peptides. The main challenge and drawback of these comparative 
proteomics approaches is that it is often difficult to distinguish between primary and 
secondary (pleiotropic) effects caused by induction or loss of protease activity. For 
instance, in the case of the well-studied plant and algal chloroplast FtsH and Clp loss-
of function mutants, strong phenotypes result in a wide range of molecular changes, 
many of which are pleiotropic (reviewed in (24-28)). Even using transient (inducible) 
loss of protease capacity can result in pleiotropic phenotypes due to the relative 
stability of the targeted protease (29). Nevertheless, these proteomics approaches help 
to define protease functions, and can result in candidate substrates, but more targeted 
follow-up studies are needed to further test if indeed these candidates are bona fide 
substrates (see BOX 3). 
An effective mass spectrometry (MS) -based approach has been developed to 
determine cleavage specificity of proteases using recombinant protease and peptide 
libraries generated from (sub)cellular proteomes. This technique is called PICS 
(proteome identification of cleavage sites) and involves differential stable isotope 
labeling of the protease-treated peptide libraries and non-treated peptide libraries, 
allowing identification of peptides unique to the protease-treated sample. These unique 
peptides then likely represent the cleavage products of the protease, and when 
combined with predicted proteome information, protease cleavage site specificity can 
be visualized in so-called sequence logos (https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi) and 
potential substrates can be identified (21, 30, 31). The PICS strategy has been shown 
to be highly effective for a wide range of proteases (e.g. serine, metallo, soluble, 
membrane-bound) that display a narrow or defined cleavage specificity, e.g. (32-34). 
49 
However, proteases that are processive, such as the members of the AAA+ protease 
families, generally lack cleavage specificity (but see (35)), and generally have no or 
little preference for cleaving peptide bonds of specific amino acids, rendering the 
PICS technique less informative.  
 
2.4 IN VIVO SUBSTRATE TRAPPING  
In vivo trapping can overcome the limitations of the proteomic approaches 
discussed above, and is an increasingly popular approach for substrate identification. 
Table 1 lists and summarizes key information of all (to our best of knowledge) 
publications using substrate trapping techniques for members of the ATP-dependent 
AAA+ protease families. The concept of in vivo trapping is to capture substrates 
through their interaction with components of a protease system, essentially by 
preventing degradation, and stabilizing the interaction between substrate and protease 
system component (Figure 1). This is then followed by affinity enrichment of the 
tagged protease component and its interactors, typically followed by MS-based 
identification (Figure 2). Several prerequisites are required to identify substrates using 
in vivo trapping: (i) proteolysis is prevented or strongly delayed for the targeted 
substrates, (ii) the physical interaction of the trapped substrate(s) and the proteolytic 
machinery must be stable enough to allow co-purification, and (iii) a parallel negative 
control is required to recognize unspecific interactions with the protease component, 
to the affinity matrix, and other contaminating proteins (e.g. high abundant proteins 
unrelated to the protease).  
50 
A 
Figure 1.  Schematic outline of in vivo substrate traps. A, Cartoon of control 
trap, protease substrate trap (defective in proteolytic triad) and chaperone trap 
(defective in ATP hydrolysis and unfolding). B, In case of proteases that affect cell 
viability, an increase in the copy number of inactive protease results in reduced 
viability.   
 
B 
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Figure 2. The workflow of in vivo substrate trapping. 
 
 
2.4.1 In vivo trapping using catalytically inactive proteases  
In this approach, substrates are trapped within proteolytic chambers by 
blocking peptide bond cleavage through site-directed mutagenesis of catalytic sites 
(Figure 1). This approach was pioneered by the Baker lab for the E. coli ClpP 
protease, in which the catalytic serine was replaced by alanine (36-38). This point 
mutation (S98A) inactivates proteolytic cleavage within the ClpP complex and traps 
the substrates. Using this trapping approach in different genetic backgrounds, these 
studies probed for the role of chaperones ClpX and ClpA in substrate selection, the 
role of SspB in C-terminal SsrA tagging of substrates, and also the physiological role 
of Clp in removal of proteins following DNA damage. Importantly, this also helped to 
52 
define degrons recognized by the Clp system. This Clp protease catalytic trapping 
technique has since been applied to Clp proteases in S. areus, C. crescentus, B. 
subtillus, P. anserine mitochondria, mouse mitochondria and A. thaliana chloroplasts 
(Table 1). These studies provided insight in the role of Clp in this range of species and 
lead to the exciting discovery of arginine phosphorylation as degron for ClpCP in B. 
subtilus (39). However, these studies also demonstrated several challenges using these 
catalytically inactive ClpP proteins, including problems in assembly of the Clp core 
complex due to interference with auto-catalytic N-terminal processing of ClpP, and 
loss-of viability phenotypes (Table 1 and see below section ‘Challenges in generating 
substrate-trapping lines’).  
There have been several in vivo studies with inactivated proteolytic traps for 
FtsH in E. coli (40, 41), FtsH4 for A. thaliana mitochondria (42), and for Lon in E. 
coli (43). In both FtsH and Lon, the protease and unfoldase domains are within the 
same protein, which is different to Clp system in which the protease and unfoldase are 
encoded by different genes. Importantly, it was shown that the catalytic peptide bond 
cleavage activity can be abolished through a point mutation in the Zn2+-binding site of 
FtsH, or in the catalytic serine of Lon, while the ATPase activity of the unfoldase 
domain remained intact to ensure that substrates are translocated into the proteolytic 
domain and become trapped. These FtsH trapping studies identified candidate 
substrates, several of which were confirmed by follow-up degradation studies (40) 
(see also BOX 3). The application of inducible promoters was important to avoid 
pleiotropic effects in the bacterial studies (Table 1) as well discussed further below. 
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2.4.2 In vivo trapping using inactive AAA+ chaperones or AAA+ chaperone 
domains  
A complementary approach to catalytic protease traps is to trap by preventing 
the release of substrates from the AAA+ chaperone (domain) (Figure 1). For Clp 
proteases, substrate unfolding and translocation depend on separate Clp chaperones A, 
X, C, or D (11, 13), which are members of the larger family of HSP100 proteins that 
include the well-studied ClpB and HSP104 disaggregases/foldases in bacteria, yeast, 
and plants (44-46). Each of these chaperones have either one or two AAA+ domains, 
which contain the Walker A and B domains involved in ATP binding and hydrolysis 
(13). The interaction of substrates with AAA+ chaperones is ATP-dependent, whereas 
the subsequent unfolding and release of substrates requires ATP hydrolysis. Substrates 
of the E. coli ClpB (not coupled to ClpB proteolysis) remain stably associated when 
ATP hydrolysis was blocked through mutagenesis of a critical glutamate residue in the 
Walker B domains, allowing for identification of in vivo substrates (47, 48). This in 
vivo substrate trapping concept was applied to ClpC in S. aureus (49) and ClpC1 in A. 
thaliana (50) (Table 1). The S. aureus study used an inducible ClpC-TRAP in a clpc 
null background, resulting in identification of some 100 candidate substrates, 
including known Clp substrates and adaptors, several of which were also found in the 
ClpP protease trap (51). To our knowledge chaperone domain traps have not yet been 
reported for FtsH or Lon family members.   
A 
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2.5 CHALLENGES IN GENERATING SUBSTRATE TRAP LINES  
Completely blocking AAA+ proteases in vivo can result in lethality or other 
pleiotropic phenotypes (25, 39, 52). To overcome these challenges and obtain 
physiologically relevant results, trap lines were created in which either the transgenic 
trap protein was induced or the wild-type protein was down-regulated (inducible 
depletion) (Figure 1B) This inducible strategy has successfully been used in E. coli 
(ClpP, FtsH, Lon), S. aureus (ClpC, ClpP) and C. crescentus (ClpP) (Table 1). An 
IPTG-inducible promoter to express inactive ClpP in vivo was used to avoid the 
pleiotropic phenotype of ClpP deletion in B. subtilis (39). This was combined with 
mutagenesis of specific residues (E119R/R142E) in ClpP to generate electrostatic 
repulsion between the recombinant and endogenous ClpPs in vivo, preventing 
formation of a heteromeric complex of endogenous ClpP and recombinant ClpP-trap 
proteins. This strategy allowed expression and enrichment of tagged-ClpP complexes 
at selected conditions. An alternative approach was used for the essential ClpP in C. 
crescentus in which the wild-type ClpP under control of a xylX promoter was 
depleted, while tagged active (as negative control) or inactive ClpP trap proteins were 
constitutively expressed (52). Both these approaches avoided mixing of active and 
inactive ClpP in the same complex; such mixed complexes might be ineffective 
substrate traps, especially if the rate-limiting step for substrate selection, unfolding and 
degradation is upstream of the proteolytic events. Indeed, in case of the highly 
heteromeric chloroplast ClpPR complex in A. thaliana, tagged complexes with 
inactive ClpP3 or inactive ClpP5 did not result in obvious trapped substrates (53).  
2.5.1 The choice of affinity tags  
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Different affinity tags have been employed in substrate trapping studies. These 
tags are either placed at the N- or C-terminal end. In case of proteins that have a 
(cleavable) N-terminal signal sequence (e.g. for sorting to mitochondria or 
chloroplasts) the tag is placed at the C-terminus as not to interfere with the sorting 
process. ClpP in E. coli (and likely many other species) (54), the Lon protease PIM1 
in mitochondria of S. cerevisiae (55) and mitochondrial FtsH members (m-AAA+ 
proteases) (56) undergo N-terminal autocatalytic processing. Such processing is 
another reason to avoid placing the affinity tag at the N-terminus. The affinity tags 
used in the studies listed in Table 1 include the single tags polyhistidine (His6) and 
StrepII, as well as tandem tags with cleavage sites (Myc3-TEV-His6, His6-TEV-
M2FLAG) or without cleavage sites (Flag3-His6, His6-MPB). The choice of the 
affinity tag and associated affinity matrix is influenced by: i) yield, ii) unspecific 
interactions to the affinity matrix, iii) ease of use and costs, for e.g. the affinity matrix, 
and iv) availability of antiserum against the affinity tag. Based on repeated affinity 
purifications and systematic MS analysis (see BOX 1), lists of typical contaminants 
can be generated – these lists are very useful for the experimenter to recognize 
potential false-positive interactors. Recognition of contaminants and non-specific 
interactions is a key reason why suitable negative controls are needed in trapping 
experiments (see BOX 2). There is a database with contaminant data from affinity 
purifications (not specific to proteases) entitled CRAPome (Contaminant Repository 
for Affinity Purification Mass Spectrometry Data) at http://www.crapome.org/ current 
only for E. coli, H. sapiens and S. cerevisiae (57). Community-wide contributions to 
this or similar databases would be helpful for future trapping studies. 
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2.5.2 Conditional enrichment of substrates  
Because a key role of proteases and proteolysis is to respond to changes in 
developmental state, the (a)biotic environment or other temporal changes, substrates 
are sometimes only present (or in higher abundance) under specific conditions. When 
systematically searching for protease substrates, it is therefore important to consider 
such temporal conditions. It is worth noting that some conditions may have a stronger 
effect on the trap lines than the control lines, which seems intuitive as proteases 
support fitness. As an example, using SILAC-based (Stable Isotope Labeling by 
Amino acids in Cell culture; see Glossary) quantitative comparative proteomics, it was 
found for E. coli Clp trap lines that differential cell growth and cell density must be 
considered when comparing control and trap lines (38) (see also BOX 2). Similarly, 
proteases or components of proteolytic systems, such as chaperones or adaptors, might 
be expressed in particular cellular states or only upon specific environmental 
conditions. It is therefore also important to consider the choice of promoter that drives 
the transgenic affinity-tagged trap. Endogenous (genomic) promoters would perhaps 
yield the most physiologically relevant results, but low expression rates or practical 
considerations (e.g. cloning issues) could be an impediment to choose such 
endogenous promoters. Comparing protease trap lines in backgrounds that lack other 
components of a protease system, such as adaptors (e.g. ClpS, SspB) or specific 
chaperones (ClpX, ClpA, ClpC) allows determination of substrate selection 
mechanisms. This has successfully been used in several studies listed in Table 1, e.g. 
(36, 37, 51).  
2.5.3 In vitro trapping using cellular extracts  
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In vitro trapping of cellular or subcellular proteomes extracted from different 
genetic backgrounds or after treatments of organisms by specific stresses is an 
excellent complement for systematic substrate identification of proteolytic systems. It 
is complementary because i) there is no need to generate an in vivo trap which can be 
challenging (or even impossible) and/or time-consuming, and ii) it allows to rapidly 
test the significance of specific domains or amino acid residues in the protease 
component. However, the main limitation is that substrates must be able to accumulate 
in vivo prior to extraction of the (sub)cellular proteome, whereas in the case of in vivo 
traps, substrates can accumulate in the trap over time. There are three examples this in 
vitro strategy; in all cases this concerned the adaptor ClpS in either E. coli (6, 58) or in 
chloroplasts from A. thaliana (59) (Table 1). In all three studies the specificity of 
protein interactors to ClpS was determined by using a comparison of ClpS and ClpS 
mutated in two residues involved in N-degron recognition (E. coli ClpS-D35A/D36A 
and A. thaliana ClpS1-D89A/N90A). The chloroplast study and the initial E. coli 
study (6) extracted cellular proteomes of a mutant deficient in Clp chaperone capacity. 
In case of the E coli study, the mutant was devoid of ClpA but the ClpX homolog was 
present, allowing identification of substrate specifically depending on ClpA substrates 
(since only these substrates overaccumulated). In case of A. thaliana, the plants were 
null mutants for chloroplast ClpC1, a functional homolog of ClpA, whereas the other 
chloroplast Clp chaperones ClpC2 and ClpD were both present. ClpC1 is the dominant 
chaperone, since null alleles for ClpC2 and ClpD do not show visible phenotypes, 
whereas ClpC1 null alleles have reduced growth and virescent phenotypes (59-61). 
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The initial, ground-braking E. coli study resulted in the important discovery 
that one of the ClpS substrates, putrescine aminotransferase (PATase), is post-
translationally modified by a leucyl/phenylalanine tRNA-protein transferase (LFTR 
also named AAT) to generate an N-degron (6). This PTM is not only essential for its 
recognition by ClpS, but also determines the stability of PATase in vivo. It is 
important to note that prior to becoming a ClpS substrate, PATase was N-terminally 
cleaved by unknown protease activity. The second E. coli study (58), using cell 
extracts from stationary phase cells and elution with a peptide bearing an N-degron, 
identified more than 100 specific ClpS interacting proteins. Most of these ClpS 
interactors were N-terminally truncated by unidentified protease activity, and many 
were further modified presumably by AAT. Importantly, Edman degradation 
sequencing showed that 32 out of 37 N-termini had N-degrons, in particular Leu and 
Phe. This E. coli study demonstrated that widespread proteolytic processing of cellular 
proteins by unknown protease activity did generate N-end rule substrates through the 
action of an amino-transferase and subsequent selection by the ClpS. In case of the 
chloroplast study, eight high confidence candidate ClpS1 substrates were identified, 
including glutamate-tRNA-reductase (GluTR) which is a key control point in 
tetrapyrrole synthesis (59). Most of these candidate substrates were also found over-
accumulating in loss-of function mutants for ClpC1 and/or ClpS1, as determined by 
comparative proteomics using spectral counting (see Glossary – label free 
quantification). Finally, there was one protein, ClpF, which strongly interacted with 
both ClpS1 and ClpS1-D89A/N90A, suggesting it is not a substrate. Follow-up studies 
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suggested that ClpF is unique co-adaptor of ClpS1 (62) and showed that GluTR 
degradation is delayed in Clp mutants (63). 
 
2.6 CONTROLS USED FOR TRAPPING STUDIES  
To be able to recognize strong candidate substrates among the proteins 
identified in affinity eluates of in vivo or in vitro traps, it is essential to have suitable 
negative controls. These negative controls should closely mimic the trap except for the 
residues that were modified to trap the substrates. Indeed, most studies listed in Table 
1 use unmodified affinity tagged controls. However two of the studies lack negative 
affinity-tagged controls and used either an empty vector control or just the null mutant 
for the protease (42, 49). These empty vector controls allow recognition and removal 
of contaminants interacting with the affinity matrix, or proteins simply present due to 
their very high abundance in the original cellular extract (see also the section above 
‘The choice of affinity tags’). However these empty vector controls cannot recognize 
proteins interacting with the tagged protein for reasons unrelated to being a trapped 
substrate. This is a concern, because AAA+ chaperones (ClpA, C, X) or chaperone 
domains in Lon or FtsH proteins have a natural tendency to interact with proteins, 
especially when these proteins expose a more hydrophobic region, e.g. due to partial 
unfolding or protein damage.  
Negative controls for key domains or residues that are important for substrate 
selection or interaction with upstream components can be very effective to further 
establish if proteins are likely substrates (e.g. the residues in ClpS and ClpS1 that 
provide specificity to N-degron recognition and binding (6, 58, 59)
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of considerations and criteria for confident candidate substrate identification is 
provided in BOX 2. 
 
2.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
In vivo and in vitro trapping, affinity purification and MS analysis of putative 
protein interactors co-purified with proteolytic systems, provides a systematic and 
unbiased way to study protease substrates, interactors, adaptors, and degrons. This 
approach has successfully been applied to both the soluble (Clp and Lon) and 
membrane-bound (FtsH) proteases in the AAA+ protease families. This has resulted in 
elucidation of protease contributions to proteostasis, as well as substrate selection 
pathways, degrons and protein modifiers. However, much remains to be learned about 
(conditional) substrates and selection mechanism for the AAA+ protease families, 
including the specific roles of protease orthologs, in particular in the multigene 
families in organelles of eukaryotes. We hope that the summary and evaluation of 
published substrate trapping studies in this review will inspire a broader use of this 
approach, including for proteolytic systems outside of the AAA+ families.  
 
2.8 HIGHLIGHTS 
1. In vivo trapping has been highly effective to discover substrates for AAA+ 
proteases Clp, FtsH and Lon, with most wide-spread use and success for the Clp 
system. 
2. In vitro trapping with the adaptor ClpS using cellular proteomes from different 
genetic backgrounds discovered many (candidate) substrates, N-degrons for ClpS 
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substrates and an amino-transferase (LFTR or AAT) involved in generating N-
degrons  
3. In vivo and in vitro substrate trapping in AAA+ protease systems has enormous 
potential to better understand their contribution to proteostasis across many species, 
environmental conditions, different developmental states and genetic backgrounds.  
 
2.9 OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS 
1. What are the degrons of the trapped substrates for AAA+ proteases across different 
species? How do these degrons trigger substrate recognition and subsequent 
proteolysis? What internal or external signals trigger degron formation? Is there 
any hierarchy among degrons?   
2. AAA+ proteases systems evolved and diversified. To what extent is this 
diversification an adaptive response to evolving (sub)cellular proteomes and 
environmental conditions? 
3. AAA+ adaptors have not been used as in vivo traps, even if these could provide 
novel insights in the functional role and physiological substrates of adaptors. Can 
adaptors be modified to generate in vivo substrate traps? 
4. Can the in vivo trapping approach be used for non-AAA+ proteolytic systems? 
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APPENDIX 
BOX 1. The importance of mass spectrometry (MS) for substrate identification in 
protease traps Since the late 1990, MS has become the method of choice for protein 
identification, modification and quantification (64-66). Indeed, all studies listed in 
Table 1 used MS, in one case complemented by Edman degradation sequencing for 
determination of N-termini (6). Substrate trapping approaches combined with MS and 
various quantification techniques (e.g. SILAC, spectral counting), now allow for 
identification of ever larger numbers of candidate substrates. Consequently, this 
requires more rigorous statistical significance analysis and the need for larger numbers 
of biological replicates and appropriate controls. Furthermore, the advances in MS is 
shifting the bottleneck to follow-up studies in which the biological significance of the 
candidate substrates are tested. Table 1 includes comments on significance thresholds 
and follow-up studies.    
BOX 2. Criteria for candidate protease substrate identification by trapping 
approaches Candidate substrates are expected to only be present or to be highly 
enriched in the trap but not the negative controls. We recommend five complementary 
considerations for confidence in identification of substrates: 
1. MS/MS identification criteria. For confident identification within replicates, a 
minimum of two non-redundant peptide sequences observed with highly significant 
MS/MS ion scores is recommended. 
2. Identifications in independent replicates. Candidate substrates should be observed 
in at least two independent replicates, but for more robust statistical analysis three 
or more replicates is strongly recommended. 
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3. Suitable negative controls. As a minimum, a negative control is essential to 
recognize interactors to the affinity matrix and unspecific interactors to the tagged 
protease component. Independent replicates are needed for robust statistical 
analysis, as in #2. 
4. Other controls. Additional controls are strongly recommended, e.g. using different 
genetic backgrounds (e.g. loss of function mutants in Clp chaperones or the ClpS 
adaptor for ClpP protease traps) or different environmental conditions and/or 
developmental transitions or states. These additional controls will allow testing i) 
substrate delivery pathways (e.g. ClpX vs ClpA), ii) dependencies on adaptors, or 
iii) generation of degrons that turns proteins into protease substrates (e.g. SsrA, N-
degrons).  
5. Quantification and statistical significance. Relative protein enrichment of 
candidate substrates in the trap compared to the negative control can be determined 
by quantification based on the number of spectral counts and/or the peak intensity 
(see Glossary – label free quantification), possibly aided by differential stable 
isotope labeling. This enrichment can be visualized as a Volcano plot, plotting fold-
change (ratio) against the statistical significance (p-value). For proteins identified 
only in either the sample or the control, missing values need to be replaced 
(imputed) with a value, typically the minimal value observed across the 
experiment. Statistical significance of enrichment can be tested using ANOVA or 
pairwise student t-test (with multiple hypothesis correction).  
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BOX 3. Follow-up and validation of potential substrates It is important to carry out 
follow-up experiments to determine the significance of proteins identified in traps. 
Several follow-up approaches are listed below:  
1. Verify if homologs of the candidate substrates are known to be substrates in the 
homologous protease system in other species. Conservation of substrate-protease 
relationships would provide indirect support for a trapped protein being a substrate. 
Several examples of such conservation is pointed out in Table 1. 
2. Determine if candidate substrate are over- or under-accumulating in mutants in the 
proteolytic system, as in (43) and (50). Over-accumulation of proteins provides 
indirect support for being a substrate. 
3. In vivo degradation essays of the candidate substrate to test if the candidate is 
indeed degraded in dependence of the proteolytic system. This test can be done for 
endogenous proteins and tracked by immunoblots or targeted proteomics, or done 
using a specific (inducible) transgenic candidate substrate-reporter construct that 
includes a specific tag for detection. These tests can be carried out in wild-type or 
different genetic backgrounds, or under specific conditions, in particular mimicking 
those used for the initial trapping study. In some cases, inhibition of de novo 
protein expression (e.g. by addition of specific antibiotics) may be needed to 
determine the net degradation rate. 
4. In vitro degradation essays using purified endogenous or reconstituted proteolytic 
systems added to the candidate substrates. Degradation is tracked using 
immunoblotting or other types of essays. Competition essays using known 
substrates as the competitor can be employed in this context. 
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5. Protein-protein interaction essays between candidate substrate and protease 
component such as yeast two hybrid system, bimolecular fluorescence 
complementation (BiFC), Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), etc. 
However, these approaches can easily result in false positive and false negative 
results. False positive results can occur because the protease component and 
substrate are normally not present at the same time or in the same subcellular 
location. False negative results can be due to the lack of a degron that is only 
induced under specific conditions or by specific enzymes. 
6. Identification of the degradation signals shared by the trapped substrates. The 
recognition of substrates for each proteolytic system is key to dissect the protease 
web in vivo.  
7. Test the putative degrons by deletion or mutations or by fusing degrons to 
otherwise stable reporter proteins. 
8. Reciprocal trapping of the protease using the substrate with and without the 
putative degron to test the interaction between degrons and the proteolytic system. 
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GLOSSARY 
1. AAA+ protease system: A specific group of ATP-dependent proteases that need 
ATP to unfold and translocate substrates into barrel-like proteolytic chambers for 
peptide bond cleavage. Clp, FtsH and Lon proteolytic systems are most studied 
examples. 
2. Degron: A degron is a portion of a protease substrate that marks the protein for 
selection and degradation. Degrons include N- and C-terminal amino acid residues 
or motifs, as well as internal regions that act as degrons when exposed to the 
surface.  
3. Adaptor:: Proteins that recognize specific degrons and deliver these degron-marked 
proteins to a proteolytic system. Some adaptors also function in chaperone 
assembly. 
4. Comparative quantitative proteomics and peptidomics: Techniques to 
systematically compare the protein composition and abundance among samples 
using mass spectrometry. 
5. N-terminomics/degradomics: Systematic identification of N-termini using 
(isotopic) N-terminal labeling and enrichment strategies that allow determination of 
N-terminal processing and degradation events. The most popular techniques are 
TAILS and COFRADIC and variants thereof.  
6. Label free quantification: A MS-based protein quantification method using peptide 
spectral counting or spectral peak intensity to calculate protein abundance in 
complex proteomes. 
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7. SILAC: Stable isotope labeling with amino acids in cell culture that allow 
comparative protein quantification. Usually two type of isotopes (heavy and light) 
are used to differentially label proteomes (e.g. with and without a specific 
protease), followed by mixing and MS-based comparative protein abundance 
determination. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
CONSEQUENCES OF THE LOSS OF CATALYTIC TRIADS IN 
CHLOROPLAST CLPPR PROTEASE CORE COMPLEXES IN VIVO1,2 
 
3.1 ABSTRACT 
The essential chloroplast CLP protease system consists of a tetradecameric 
proteolytic core with catalytic P (P1, 3-6) and non-catalytic R (R1-4) subunits, CLP 
chaperones and adaptors. The chloroplast CLP complex has a total of ten catalytic 
sites, but is not known how many of these catalytic sites can be inactivated before 
plants lose viability. Here we show that CLPP3 and the catalytically inactive variant 
CLPP3S164A fully complements the developmental arrest of the clpp3-1 null mutant, 
even under environmental stress. In contrast, whereas the inactive variant 
CLPP5S193A assembled into the CLP core, it cannot rescue the embryo lethal 
phenotype of the clpp5-1 null mutant. This shows that CLPP3 makes a unique 
structural contribution but its catalytic site is dispensable, whereas the catalytic 
activity of CLPP5 is essential. Mass spectrometry of affinity-purified CLP cores of the 
complemented lines showed highly enriched CLP cores. Other chloroplast proteins 
were co-purified with the CLP cores and candidate substrates. A strong overlap of co-
purified proteins between the CLP core complexes with active and inactive subunits 
indicates that CLP cores with reduced number of catalytic sites do not over-
accumulate substrates, suggesting that the bottleneck for degradation is likely substrate 
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recognition and unfolding by CLP adaptors and chaperones, upstream of the CLP 
core. 
1 Previously published in Liao et al, Plant Direct 2018 2 (10) e00086. Copyright 
owned by the American Society of Plant Biologists (ASPB). 
2Jui-Yun Rei Liao conducted all the plant work (with the aid from Dr. Jitae Kim for 
site-directed mutagenesis) and prepared for the protein samples for MS analysis. Dr. 
Giulia Friso conducted all MS analysis.  
 
3.2 INTRODUCTION  
ATP-dependent Clp proteases are present in bacteria, as well as mitochondria 
and plastids (organelles of bacterial origin), where they regulate accumulation levels 
of a broad range of substrates (1-5). The first step in the CLP degradation process 
requires the recognition of substrates by the CLP AAA+ chaperones, possibly aided 
by specific adaptors (also named recognins) that recognize and deliver specific 
substrates (6, 7). The ATP-dependent CLP chaperones then dock onto CLP protease 
core complexes consisting of two stacked heptameric rings, and unfold and direct 
substrates into the CLP protease complex (8). The substrates are cleaved within the 
CLP protease complex and short (~7-10 amino acids) peptide fragments are released 
through lateral pores in the CLP protease (2, 3, 9). To ensure optimal cellular levels of 
functional proteins and to remove unwanted proteins while avoiding uncontrolled 
degradation, substrate recognition and delivery by the adaptors and chaperones must 
be tightly regulated and depends also on the availability and exposure of degrons in 
the substrates. 
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The CLP proteolytic core in E. coli consists of 14 identical CLPP subunits that 
belong to the family of serine-type proteases (10). The photosynthetic bacterium 
Synechococcus elongatus contains three CLPP genes and one CLPR gene (11), which 
is structurally similar to CLPP but lacks the catalytic residues for peptide bond 
hydrolysis. These cyanobacterial proteins assemble into an essential CLPR/P3 
complex (identical heptameric rings with P3:R in a 3:4 ratio) and a non-essential 
CLPP1/P2 complex (12, 13). The apicoplast of Plasmodium falsiparum accumulates 
both a single CLPP and CLPR protein but they do appear to form separate homo-
oligomers (14). Compared to these homologs, the chloroplast CLP system is far more 
diversified and complex (4, 15, 16).  
The chloroplast CLP protease complex in Arabidopsis contains five different 
CLPP subunits namely plastid-encoded CLPP1 and the nuclear-encoded CLPP3-6, 
and four different non-catalytic CLPR subunits CLPR1-4. The five CLPP subunits 
with conserved catalytic sites accumulate in a 3:1:2:3:1 ratio for P1:P3:P4:P5:P6, 
whereas the non-catalytic CLPR subunits are each present in one copy. Three copies 
of CLPP1 and the four CLPR subunits form the heptameric R-ring, whereas CLPP3-6 
forms the heptameric P-ring. Therefore the chloroplast CLP complex has a total of ten 
catalytic sites, of which seven are in the P-ring and only three are in the R-ring. It is 
not known how many and which of these catalytic sites can be inactivated before 
plants lose viability. The chloroplast CLP core also associates with two plant specific 
proteins ClpT1 and ClpT2. These CLPT subunits likely function in CLPPR core 
formation, stabilization and activation (17, 18). 
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Arabidopsis CLPP and CLPR proteins are not very conserved to each other at 
the primary sequence level (24-48% identities between CLPPs; 28-38% identities 
between CLPRs). Severe phenotypes were found in Arabidopsis clpp and clpr mutants 
and in tobacco RNAi lines (19) at various developmental stages (20-24). For example, 
null mutants in CLPP3 (clpp3-1) are seedling lethal and are arrested in the cotyledon 
stage. However, the addition of sucrose breaks this developmental arrest and plants 
form pale-green leaves and eventually flower and produce seed (20). In contrast, null 
mutants in CLPP5 (clpp5-1) are embryo lethal (21). These phenotypes showed that 
both CLP3 and CLP5 are required for plant development, and we speculated that the 
differential phenotype between clpp3-1 and clpp5-1 is in part due to the higher copy 
number of CLPP5 (three per complex) than CLPP3 (one per complex). Through site-
directed mutagenesis and complementation of null mutants, this study tests if the 
catalytic contribution of CLPP3 and CLPP5 can be inactivated (while keeping the 
structural contribution) without functional consequences for growth and development. 
So far, several (candidate) chloroplast CLP substrates have been identified 
based on their direct interaction with the CLPS1 adaptor, including GLUTR (25), 
which was subsequently confirmed as a CLP substrate (26). Other candidate CLPS1 
substrates are four enzymes in the chloroplast shikimate pathway (25). Furthermore, 
systematic screening of protein stability of the thylakoid copper transporter, 
PAA2/HMA8 (P-type ATPase of Arabidopsis2/Heavy-metal-associated8) in various 
plastid protease mutants identified the CLPPR core and CLPC1 as essential 
components to degrade PAA2 under copper replete conditions (27). Additionally, 
DEOXYXYLULOSE 5-PHOSHATE (DXS) in the chloroplast isoprenoid 
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biosynthesis pathway and PHYTOENE SYNTHASE (PSY) involved in carotenoid 
biosynthesis were reported as a CLP substrates (28, 29). Other candidate substrates 
have been suggested based on comparative proteome analysis of a range of clp 
mutants in Arabidopsis, rice and tobacco, but here it is hard to distinguish between 
direct and indirect effects - reviewed in (30) and (31, 32).  
An alternative approach to identify CLP substrates, termed substrate trapping, 
has been reported for various bacterial and fungal CLP protease systems (33-35). In 
this approach, the catalytic activity of the CLP core is inactivated through site-
mutagenesis of the serine residue within the catalytic triad (Ser-His-Asp), resulting in 
accumulation of substrates within the CLP core central cavity and facilitating their 
identification by tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). This in vivo trapping strategy 
has been applied for the homo-tetrameric CLP complexes in the gram-negative 
bacterium E. coli (33), the gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus (34) and Bacillus 
subtilis (35), as well as the fungus Podospora anserine (36), but not yet in plants. It is 
important to note that the inactivation of the CLP system in these species does not 
greatly affect viability. The subunit complexity and the essential nature of the 
chloroplast CLP core makes an in vivo CLP protease trapping approach in plants more 
challenging than in bacteria and fungi. In this study we used this approach for the 
Arabidopsis chloroplast CLP protease, generating in vivo tagged CLP core complexes 
containing inactive serine to alanine variants in either CLPP3 or CLPP5. MS/MS of 
affinity-purified tagged CLP cores from the various transformants showed that we 
successfully obtained highly enriched STREPII-tagged CLP cores with all 
catalytically active CLPP3 and CLPP5 copies and with catalytically inactive CLPP3 or 
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CLPP5 copies. Other chloroplast proteins were co-purified with the CLP cores and we 
evaluate and discuss their significance as candidate substrates in the context of 
bottlenecks in the chloroplast CLP adaptor-chaperone-protease system. 
 
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.3.1 Phenotypic analysis shows that the catalytic activity of CLPP3 is not needed 
for function  
The catalytic triad Ser-His-Asp in CLPP proteases is widely conserved across 
bacterial CLPP proteins as well mitochondrial and plastid CLPP (but not in the 
catalytically inactive CLPR proteins) (9, 15, 37) (Supplemental Figure 1). Changing 
the serine residue into an alanine is sufficient to completely block proteolytic activity 
by CLPP proteases in all known cases, e.g. E. coli (38), Mycobacterium tuberculosis 
(39), Bacillus subtilis (35) and Synechococcus elongates (13).  
To determine if the contribution of CLPP3 to the core complex is through its 
unique structure or also by contributing a catalytic site to the core complex, we 
transformed heterozygous clpp3-1 mutants with genomic CLPP3 with a C-terminal 
STREPII tag (CLPP3-STREPII), or the same genomic construct but with a serine to 
alanine mutation in the catalytic site (CLPP3S164A-STREPII), rendering CLPP3 
catalytically inactive. Following growth on selective medium and genotyping of the 
T1 and T2 populations, we obtained multiple homozygous clpp3-1 lines expressing 
either CLPP3-STREPII or CLPP3S164A-STREPII (Figure 1A,B; Supplemental Figure 
2A,B,C). No significant visible differences were observed among these complemented 
clpp3-1 lines and wt, as they all germinated and developed without the need for 
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sucrose, as well as displayed normal green rosettes and similar growth and 
development (Figure 1A,B). In contrast, clpp3-1 nulls were arrested at the cotyledon 
stage (Figure 1A), as described previously (20).  
The point mutation in CLPP3 was confirmed by DNA sequencing of RT-PCR 
products generated by CLPP3 and STREPII specific primers (Figure 1C). 
Furthermore, MS/MS of affinity purified CLP complexes identified the specific point 
mutation S164A in CLPP3 (Figure 1D; Supplemental Figure 3), thus further 
confirming that the point mutation in CLPP3 was successfully introduced into these 
lines. Accumulation of the transgenic CLPP3-STREPII and CLPP3S164A-STREPII 
proteins in vivo was also confirmed by immunoblotting of the denaturing soluble 
proteome separated by SDS-PAGE and detected with anti-STREPII and anti-CLPP3 
antisera (Figure 1E). To test if STREPII-tagged CLPP3 and CLPP3S164A proteins 
normally assembled into CLPRT complexes, soluble leaf proteomes were separated by 
native gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE), followed by immunoblotting (Figure 1F). The 
similar size and migration pattern of CLPPRT complexes on BN-PAGE for wt and 
complemented lines indicated that a) these STREPII-tagged transgenic proteins 
assembled into CLPPRT complexes in vivo, and b) the S-to-A change in CLPP3 and 
the STREPII tag did not interfere with the assembly state of CLPPRT complexes. 
Collectively, this shows that both catalytically active CLPP3-STREPII and catalytic 
inactive CLPP3S164A-STREPII successfully complement the developmental arrest of 
clpp3-1 null mutants. It can thus be concluded that CLPP3 makes a unique structural 
contribution to the CLPPR complex but that its catalytic activity is dispensable for 
plant growth, development and stress responses.  
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Figure 1. Characterization of clpp3-1 complemented with CLPP3-STREPll and 
CLPP3S164A-STREPll. 
A, Seedlings of wt, clpp3-1 and clpp3-1 complemented with either CLPP3-STREPII 
or CLPP3S164A-STREPII grown on half MS medium (no sucrose) for 12 days under 
16/8 hr light/dark cycle at 70 µmol photons.m-2.s-1. Plants are homozygous for the 
STREPII transgenes. B, Different developmental stages of soil-grown wt and clpp3-1 
complemented with either CLPP3-STREPII or CLPP3S164A-STREPII. Plants were 
grown on soil under 16/8 hr light/dark cycle at 120-150 µmol photons.m-2.s-1. Plants 
are homozygous for the STREPII transgenes. C, Confirmation of the point mutation in 
the catalytic site of CLPP3S164A-STREPII by DNA sequencing of RT-PCR products 
(primers #6 and #9) amplified from transgenic plants. The codon responsible for the 
serine to alanine point mutations is boxed and is TCT in wt but GCT in the mutant. D, 
Confirmation of the point mutation S164 to A164 in the catalytic site of 
CLPP3S164A-STREPII by MS/MS of the tryptic peptide 
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(ADVSTVCLGLAAA164MGAFLLASGSK) generated by tryptic digestion of affinity 
purified CLP complexes. The MS/MS spectrum is from a doubly charged precursor 
ion with m/z of 1155.5967 (2+) with MASCOT ion score of 131 (0.38 ppm error) and 
supports the residue A164. The partial peptide sequence listed above the spectrum 
(ALLFAGMA164AALGLCV) shown is based on y-ions explaining the reverse order 
of amino acids. A list of b- and y-ions is provided in Supplemental Figure 3A. An 
example of an MS/MS spectrum of the analogous CLPP3 wild-type peptide is 
provided in Supplemental Figure 3B. E, SDS-PAGE gel and immunoblotting of total 
soluble protein from wt (lane 1), clpp3-1 with CLPP3**-STREPll (lane 2), total 
soluble protein from clpp3-1 with CLPP3-STREPII (lane 3) and clpp3-1 with 
CLPP3S164A-STREPII (lanes 4 and 5), and stromal protein from clpp3-1 (lane 6). 
Arrows indicate CLPP3-STREPll or CLPP3S164A-STREPll proteins. * indicates the 
nonspecific reaction. The Ponceau red stain of the blot illustrates protein loading. 
**35-S driven cDNA of CLPP3-STREPII as described in (20); all other lines and 
samples in the current study are using genomic CLP DNA for transgene expression 
(see methods). Anti-CLPP3 or anti-STREPII serum was used. F, Native gels and 
immunoblotting of stromal proteomes of wt (lane 1), clpp3-1 with CLPP3**-STREPll 
(lane 2), clpp3-1 with CLPP3-STREPll ((lane 3), and clpp3-1 with CLPP3S164A-
STREPll (lane 4). The intact CLPPR core and individual rings are indicated. * 
indicates the Rubisco complex.  Anti-STREPII or anti-CLPR2 serum was used for 
visualization of the core CLP complex and R-ring. **35-S driven cDNA of CLPP3-
strepll as described in (20). 
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Supplemental Figure 1. Sequence alignment of CLPP3 and CLPP5 with CLPP 
homologs. 
Crystalized CLPP homologs from Helicobacter pylori (hp), Escherichia coli (Ec), 
Streptococcus pnneumoniae (Sp), Plasmodium falciparum (Pf), and Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis (Mt) are aligned and compared with CLPP3 and CLPP5 without cTP. The 
residues in the catalytic triad are indicated with arrowheads. sequence identity (*); 
high sequence similarity (:); low level of similarity (.) 
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Supplemental Figure 2. Genotyping and RT-PCR analysis of transgenic lines. 
A, Gene models and the transgenic constructs for complementation. Primers used for 
genotyping and RT-PCR analysis are numbered (see primer # in Table S1). The star 
highlights the Ser-to-Ala change. The upstream/downstream region and the plastid 
vector shown are not to scale. B, Genotyping analysis of the endogenous CLPP3 
(P1+P3), transgenic CLPP3-STREPII or CLPP3S164A-STREPII (P4+P5), or clpp3-1 
mutant allele (P1+P2). Eight individual T2 plants from one CLPP3-STREPII T1 line 
(upper panel) or CLPP3S164A-STREPII T1 line (lower panel) were analyzed. wt was 
for the positive control CLPP3 and the negative control for p3-1 null.  CLPP3-STR T2 
or CLPP3S164A-STR T2 indicates the genomic DNA extracted from the which T2 
lines. P3, P3-STR, P3S164A-STR, and t-DNA indicates the primer pairs used to 
specifically amplify genomic CLPP3, transgenic CLPP3-STREPII, transgenic 
CLPP3S164A-STREPII, and t-DNA insertion, respectively. C, RT-PCR analysis of 
CLPP3-STREPII or CLPP3S164A-STREPll expression (P7+P8 or P6+P9) in the 
transgenic T1 lines. Four putative CLPP3-STREPII T1 or eight putative 
CLPP3S164A-STREPll T1 plants were analyzed using either ACTIN2 was used as an 
internal control. * - removed from further analysis. CLPP3-STR T1 or CLPP3S164A-
STR T1 indicates the RNA extracted from the which T1 lines. CLPP3, CLPP3-STR, 
CLPP3S164A-STR indicates the primer pairs used to specifically amplify CLPP3, 
CLPP3-STREPII, and CLPP3S164A-STREPII fragment, respectively. D, RT-PCR 
analysis of CLPP5-STREPII or CLPP5S193A-STREPll expression (P14+P9) in the 
two putative CLPP5-STR and three putative CLPP5S193A-STR T1 lines. ACTIN2 was 
used as an internal control. CLPP5-STR T1 or CLPP5S193A-STR T1 indicates the 
RNA extracted from the which T1 lines. CLPP5-STR, CLPP5S193A-STR indicates the 
primer pairs used to specifically amplify CLPP5-STREPII, and CLPP5S193A-
STREPII fragment, respectively.  
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Supplemental Figure 3. MS/MS-based verification of the S164A mutation in 
CLPP3S164A-STREPII and comparison to CLPP3-STREPII. 
A, Identification of the point mutation S164 to A164 in the catalytic site of 
CLPP3S164A-STREPII by MS/MS of the tryptic peptide 
(ADVSTVCLGLAAAMGAFLLASGSK) generated by tryptic digestion of affinity 
purified CLP complexes. The MS/MS spectrum is from a doubly charged precursor 
ion with m/z of 1155.5967 (2+) with MASCOT ion score of 131 (0.38 ppm error) and 
supports the residue A164. The partial peptide sequence listed above the spectrum 
(ALLFAGMA164AALGLCV) shown is based on y-ions explaining the reverse order 
of amino acids. A full list of b- and y-ions is listed. B, An example of an MS/MS 
spectrum of the CLPP3 wild-type peptide covering the region around S164. MS/MS of 
the tryptic peptide (ADVSTVCLGLAASMGAFLLASGSK) generated by tryptic 
digestion of affinity purified CLP complexes. The MS/MS spectrum is from a doubly 
charged precursor ion with m/z of 1163.5893 (2+) with MASCOT ion score of 131 (-
2.92 ppm error) and supports the residue S164. The partial peptide sequence listed 
above the spectrum (ALLFAGMS164AALGLCV) shown is based on y-ions explaining 
this reads in reverse order. A full list of b- and y-ions is listed. 
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3.3.2 The catalytic activity of CLPP5 is required for function; S-to-A change in 
CLPP5 prevents complementation of clpp5-1  
Similar as for CLPP3, heterozygous clpp5-1 was transformed with genomic 
CLPP5 with a C-terminal STREPII tag (CLPP5-STREPII), or the same construct but 
with a serine to alanine mutation in the catalytic site (CLPP5S193A-STREPII) that 
rendered CLPP5 catalytically inactive. Expression of CLPP5-STREPII could fully 
complement the clpp5-1 null mutant (Figure 2A - middle panel) but CLPP5S193A-
STREPII could not. We also identified several lines expressing CLPP5S193A-
STREPII in wt background or in the heterozygous clpp5-1 background (Supplemental 
Figure 2A,D); these lines did not show any visible phenotype (Figure 2A). The S193A 
mutation was confirmed by sequencing of RT-PCR products, as well at the protein 
level by MS/MS-based identification of peptides covering this catalytic residue 
(Figure 2B,C; Supplemental Figure 4). Furthermore, similar as we determined for 
CLPP3, STREPII-tagged CLPP5 and CLPP5S193A accumulated at comparable levels 
(Figure 2D) and normally assembled into CLPRT complexes (Figure 2E). The fact 
that clpp5-1(Aa)/CLPP5S193A-STREPII does not have a visible phenotype indicates 
that accumulation of the catalytically inactive CLPP5 in the presence of endogenous 
CLPP5 does not reduce the CLP protease capacity below the minimum threshold level 
required for chloroplast biogenesis, proteostasis, and function. 
Despite extensive screening efforts, no homozygous clpp5-1 lines expressing 
CLPP5S193A-STREPII were identified, in contrast to the many homozygous clpp5-1 
lines expressing CLPP5-STREPII. This suggests that complete loss of catalytic 
activity of CLPP5 results in embryo lethality. To further test this hypothesis, we 
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analyzed the segregation pattern of the phenotypes of developing seeds in the siliques 
of wt, wt expressing CLPP5S193A-STREPII, heterozygous clpp5-1, and heterozygous 
clpp5-1 expressing CLPP5S193A-STREPII. The first two lines produced only green 
seeds in developing siliques, while heterozygous clpp5-1 made both green and white 
seeds in a 3:1 ratio (Figure 2F), similar as previously observed (20). Importantly, ~3:1 
segregating ratios were also found in the progeny of heterozygous clpp5-1 carrying 
CLPP5S193A-STREPII (Figure 2F,G). This confirms that the serine to alanine change 
of CLPP5 prevented complementation of clpp5-1 null mutants, and thus that the 
complete loss of catalytic activity of CLPP5 which reduces the number of catalytic 
triads per complex from 10 to 7, results in embryo lethality. 
3.3.3 Affinity-purification of CLPP3 and CLPP5 STREPII-tagged complexes  
To identify potential substrates using the CLP core trapping technique as 
explained in the INTRODUCTION, we carried out replicate affinity experiments for 
homozygous clpp3-1 complemented with CLPP3S164A-STREPII and using clpp3-1 
complemented by CLPP3-STREPII as a control. In the case of CLPP5, we used 
heterozygous clpp5-1 expressing CLPP5S193A-STREPII, with homozygous clpp5-1 
expressing CLPP5-STREPII as the control. The STREPII-tagged complexes were 
purified on streptactin columns. The affinity eluates were each run out on SDS-PAGE 
gels, and each gel lane was cut into gel slices, followed by digestion with trypsin and 
MS/MS analysis for protein identification. 
First, we directly (i.e. eluates were run on the same SDS-PAGE gel and 
processed in parallel) compared a negative control affinity purification using soluble 
protein extracts of wt plants (i.e. these lack STREPII-tagged proteins) with CLPP3-
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Figure 2. Characterization of wt and clpp5-1 lines expressing CLPP5S193A-
STREPII or CLPP5-STREPll transgenes. 
A, Phenotypic analysis of wt and heterozygous (Aa) clpp5-1 expressing 
CLPP5S193A-STREPll or homozygous clpp5-1 expressing CLPP5-STREPII grown on 
soil for 24 days under 10/14 hr light/dark cycle at 120-150 µmol photons.m-2.s-1. B, 
Confirmation of the point mutation in the catalytic sites of CLPP5S193A-STREPII by 
DNA sequencing of RT-PCR products (primers #14 and #9) amplified from transgenic 
plants. The codon responsible for the Ser to Ala point mutation is boxed and is AGT in 
wt but GCT in the mutant. C, Confirmation of the point mutation in the catalytic sites 
of CLPP5S193A-STREPII by MS/MS of the tryptic peptide 
(HIRPDVSTVCVGLAAA193MGAFLLSAGTK) generated by tryptic digestion of 
affinity purified CLP complexes. The MS/MS spectrum is from a triply charged 
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precursor ion with m/z of 914.8238 (3+) with MASCOT ion score of 83 (-5 ppm error) 
and supports the residue A164. The partial peptide sequence listed above the spectrum 
(GMA193AALGL) shown is based on y-ions explaining this reads in reverse order. A 
list of b- and y-ions is provided in Supplemental Figure 4A. An example of an MS/MS 
spectrum of the analogous CLPP5 wild-type peptide is provided in Supplemental 
Figure 4B. D, SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting of total soluble protein from wt (lane 
1), clpp3-1 with CLPP3-STREPIl (lane 2), clpp5-1 with CLPP5-STREPII (lane 3), and 
clpp5-1 heterozygous mutant with CLPP5S193A-STREPII (lanes 4-6). The Ponceau 
red stain of the blot is shown. Anti-STREPII serum was used. E, Native gels and 
immunoblotting of total leaf protein from wt (lane 1), clpp3-1 with CLPP3-STREPII 
(lane 2), clpp5-1 with CLPP5-STREPII (lanes 3 and 5), the clpp5-1 heterozygous 
mutant with CLPP5S193A-STREPII (lanes 4 and 6). The CLPPRT core and ring are 
indicated. Anti-STREPII serum was used. * indicates the Rubisco complex. F, 
Developing siliques of wt, heterozygous clpp5-1 (Aa), heterozygous clpp5-1 (Aa) with 
CLPP5S193A-STREPll, and wt* with CLPP5S193A-STREPII obtained from a prior 
segregating progeny of heterozygous clpp5-1 with CLPP5S193A-STREPll. The 
segregating white seeds are indicative of impaired chloroplast development due to the 
homozygous clpp5-1 background. G, Segregation analysis of green and white seeds in  
developing siliques of two heterozygous clpp5-1 mutants expressing CLPP5S193A-
STREPII.  
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Supplemental Figure 4. MS/MS-based verification of the S193A mutation in 
CLPP5S193A-STREPII and comparison to CLPP5-WT-STREPII 
A, Confirmation of the point mutation in the catalytic sites of CLPP5S193A-STREPII 
by MS/MS of the tryptic peptide (HIRPDVSTVCVGLAAAMGAFLLSAGTK) 
generated by tryptic digestion of affinity purified CLP complexes. The MS/MS 
spectrum is from a triply charged precursor ion with m/z of 914.8238 (3+) with 
MASCOT ion score of 83 (-5 ppm error) and supports the residue A193. A list of b- 
and y-ions is listed. B, An example of an MS/MS spectrum of the CLPP5 wild-type 
peptide (HIRPDVSTVCVGLAASMGAFLLSAGTK) covering the region around 
S193. The MS/MS spectrum is from a triply charged precursor ion with m/z of 
920.150193 (3+) with MASCOT ion score of 126 (0.68 ppm error). The partial peptide 
sequence listed above the spectrum (GMS193AALG) shown is based on y-ions 
explaining this reads in reverse order.  A list of b- and y-ions is listed. 
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STREPII and CLPP3S164A-STREPII purifications (Supplemental Table 2). Biotin-
containing proteins bind to streptactin columns and Arabidopsis contains three major 
endogenous biotin-binding complexes, namely cytosolic (ACC1) and plastidic acetyl-
CoA carboxylase complexes (ACCase), mitochondrial 3-methylcrotonyl-CoA 
carboxylase complexes (MCC) (40). Since the concentration of these complexes 
should be similar in wt and CLPP3-STREPII lines, they serve as internal controls. We 
detected high numbers of MS/MS spectra for these endogenous biotin binding proteins 
(ACC1, MCCA, MCCB, and BIOTIN CARBOXYLASE (BC) - part of the ACCase) 
(Figure 3A). Indeed, direct comparison between affinity eluates of wt and the two 
CLPP3-STREPII lines showed very similar levels of these endogenous biotin-
containing complexes (average ratio 1.34)  (Figure 3A). This provides an internal 
calibrant for evaluating proteins enriched in the affinity eluates. In contrast to these 
endogenous biotin binding complexes, CLP subunits were on average 25-fold higher 
in the CLPP3-STREPII lines than wt plants (Figure 3A), showing that the affinity 
purification of CLP complexes worked well.  
A total of 16 successful independent affinity experiments for CLPP3 (four for 
each CLPP3-STREPII and CLPPP3S164A-STREPII) and CLPP5 (four for each 
CLPP5-STREPII and CLPP5S193A-STREPII) were carried out. We note that for all 
CLPP5 affinity purifications, we reduced the level of co-purifying endogenous biotin 
binding proteins by preincubation of total soluble leaf extract with avidin; yet, there 
was still sufficient endogenous biotin binders for internal calibration (Supplemental 
Figure 5). The identified proteins, their annotation and number of matched MS/MS 
spectra (adjSPC – see METHODS for explanation) for each experiment are assembled 
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in Supplemental Table 2. All chloroplast CLPPRT core subunits including CLPP (P1, 
P3-6), CLPR (R1-4), as well as CLPT1,2 subunits were identified. These subunits of 
the CLP complex represented on average 19% of all adjSPC matched to plastid 
proteins in the case of CLPP3-STREPII and CLPP3S164A-STREPII, and on average 
37% in the case of CLPP5-STREPII and CLPP5S193A-STREPII (Figure 3B). This 
shows that the serine to alanine mutation did not affect the yield of the CLPPR core 
complexes. We also identified low levels of CLPC1,2 chaperones in 14 out of 16 
experiments without significant differences between the four STREPII tagged lines 
(Supplemental Table 2). We did not identify the adaptor CLPS1 and only once adaptor 
CLPF (with 3 MS/MS spectra in a CLPP5S193A experiment). The lack of consistent 
observation of these adaptors is consistent with their substrate delivery role and 
transient interaction to CLPC chaperones (25, 41). Together, these affinity 
experiments indicate that i) the loss of catalytic triads in CLPP3 or CLPP5 did not 
affect the yield of CLP core affinity purification, complex composition or interaction 
between the CLPC and the CLP core, and that ii) the CLPP5-STREPII affinity 
purification was ~2-fold more efficient than the CLPP3-STREPII purification (Figure 
3B), likely because there were on average more CLPP5-STREPII copies per CLP core 
complex as illustrated in Figure 3C. 
3.3.4 Trapping substrates in affinity-purified CLPP3S164A-STREPII and 
CLPP5S193A-STREPII complexes  
We then evaluated the affinity experiments for other (non-CLP) chloroplast 
proteins enriched in these CLPP3- and CLPP5 STREPII-tagged complexes; these 
could be interactors to the CLP core or CLP substrates located within the chamber of 
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Figure 3. Affinity purification of STREPII-tagged CLP core complexes and 
MS/MS analysis. 
A, Relative abundance of endogenous Arabidopsis biotin-binding ACC1, MCCA, 
BIOTIN CARBOXYLASE (BC) and MCCB, and subunits of the CLPPR complex in 
streptactin affinity eluates from wt (col-o) plants and CLPP3-STREPII transgenic 
lines.  CLP subunits are marked in red-filled circles. In these experiments, no avidin 
was added prior to affinity purifications; addition of avidin does reduce the binding of 
endogenous biotin protein proteins (see Supplemental Figure 5). B, The average yield 
of CLPPRT subunits for affinity-purified complexes containing CLPP3-STREPII, 
CLPP3S164A-STREPII, CLPP5-STREPII and CLPP5S193A-STREPII (n=4 for each 
transgene). Yields were normalized to the total amount of detected plastid proteins, 
using NadjSPC as the basis for quantification. C, Schematic representation of the wt 
and tagged CLPPR core complexes with P-rings and R-ring. Both ClpP3 and CLPP5 
are part of the P-ring, with respectively one or three copies per ring in native 
complexes (15). In the case of the STREPII-tagged CLPP3 and CLPP3S164A lines, 
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each complex has one STREPII-tagged CLPP3 protein and no endogenous CLPP3. 
However in case of CLPP5S193A-STREPII lines, plants have both endogenous CLPP5 
and CLPP5S193A-STREPII; affinity purified CLPP5 complexes from these lines have 
one, two or three CLPP5S193A-STREPII subunits per P-ring. We note that the 
transgenes are genomic constructs with their endogenous promoters. The positions of 
the STREPII tagged proteins within the P-ring are unknown. D, Cross-correlation of 
proteins of average abundance (based on NadjSPC) identified in affinity eluates of 
CLPP5-STREPII and CLPP5S193A-STREPII lines. These proteins were observed two 
or more times across the eight preparations (4 of each STREPII line). Proteins 
localized in the chloroplasts are indicated in green and proteins located outside the 
chloroplast or without annotated subcellular locations are indicated in yellow; 
subcellular location was based on annotation of manually curated experimental 
evidence collected from information in the public domain and in-house data (from 
PPDB). The data point labeled ‘CLPPRT’ is the average of all 11 CLPP, CLPR and 
CLPT subunits. ACC1 (ACETYL-COA-CARBOXYLASE 1; AT1G36160) has biotin 
as the cofactor and has therefore high affinity to the streptactin column. HSP70-1 
(AT4G24280); HSP70-2 (AT5G49910); RAC – RUBISCO ACTIVASE 
(AT2G39730); CPN21 (AT5G20720); EF-TU - ELONGATION FACTOR TU 
(AT4G20360); THI1- THIAMIN BIOSYNTHESIS 1 (AT5G54770).  
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Supplemental Figure 5. Effect of preincubation of soluble leaf proteomes with 
avidin to reduce the binding and enrichment on streptactin columns for 
CLPP3(S164A)-STREPII and CLPP5(S193A)-STREPII lines.   
The black bars indicate the abundances of the co-purified biotin-containing proteins 
from CLPP3(S164A)-STREPII soluble leaf proteomes without avidin pretreatment. 
n=4 includes two CLPP3-STREPII and two CLPP3S164A-STREPII lines. The blue 
bars show those from the avidin-pretreated CLPP5(S193A)-STREPII soluble leaf 
proteomes. n=8 includes four CLPP5-STREPII and four CLPP5S193A-STREPII lines. 
Standard deviations are indicated.   
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the protease core. The theoretical basis for trying to identify substrates in CLP cores is 
based on the hypothesis that chloroplast CLP complexes that lack one or more of the 
10 catalytic sites (three in the R ring and seven in the P ring) have slower catalytic 
rates and therefore the average time to degrade substrates is extended; consequently 
such substrates reside for a longer time in the CLP core complex. MS/MS of such 
affinity enriched complexes could allow recognition of such substrates as having 
increased abundance when compared to fully active affinity-enriched complexes. In 
the case of CLPP5, there are three endogenous copies per core (15). Since we 
expressed the catalytically inactive CLPP5S193ASTREPII in the heterozygous clpp5-
1 mutant, there are both endogenous CLPP5 subunits and inactive tagged CLPP5 
copies. We note that the CLPP3 and CLPP5 transgenes are generated from genomic 
sequences including the endogenous promoters, as to ensure more natural levels of 
expression. The affinity purified STREPII-tagged CLP cores must have either one, or 
possibly two or three inactive CLPP5 subunits (Figure 3C); in particular those 
complexes with 2 or 3 inactive CLPP5 subunits could have reduced CLP catalytic 
rates. However, since it is quite likely that the CLP protease is constantly involved in 
monitoring and degrading chloroplast proteins, it is possible that also fully active CLP 
core complexes contain substrates.  
We compared the eluates of the wt and mutant forms of CLPP3- and CLPP5-
STREPII-tagged complexes based on the normalized number of matched MS/MS 
spectra (NadjSPC) (Supplemental Table 2). We tested two types of thresholds (34-36, 
42, 43) to identify possible candidate substrates: i) only observed in eluates of mutant 
complexes  and not in CLPP3/5-STREPII controls, or ii) at least 2-fold enriched in 
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eluates of the mutant complexes compared to CLPP3/5-STREPII controls. To reduce 
stochastic noise, we applied also either a minimum frequency of observation (2 or 3) 
across replicates or an abundance threshold of 1.10-3 based on NadjSPC (this 
corresponds to ~0.1% of protein mass).  
In the case of CLPP3, we isolated chloroplasts and extracted soluble stromal 
proteomes and carried out two independent affinity purifications for each CLPP3-
STREPII and CLPP3S164A-STREPII (trap) (Supplemental Table 2). 17 proteins were 
only found in the mutant and 12 proteins were >2x fold enriched in the mutant eluates; 
however, because the number of matched MS/MS spectra were low or variable across 
replicates, we did not consider them strong candidate substrates. The exception was 
GLUTAMINE SYNTHASE 2 (GS2; AT5G35630), because it was observed in both 
CLPP3S164A-STREPII eluates with either three or six MS/MS spectra, but not in 
CLPP3-STREPII. For comparison we note that the average ratio between CLP core 
subunits between CLPP3S164A-STREPII and CLPP3-STREPII was 0.7 and the ratio 
for stromal biotin carboxylase (BC) was 0.77. In a second set of CLPP3 experiments, 
we used soluble total leaf extracts and a total of four affinity purifications (two 
mutants and two controls). The average ratio between CLP core subunits between 
CLPP3S164A-STREPII and CLPP3-STREPII was 1.0 and the ratio for endogenous 
biotin binder and internal control ACCase was 1.2. We applied these same thresholds 
(only in the mutant P3 or >2x enriched) and identified nine proteins that were more 
than 2-fold enriched; however, following closer inspection we do not suggest them to 
be strong candidates, based on the same arguments as for the stromal replicates 
(Supplemental Table 2).  
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In the case of CLPP5, our dataset consists of four affinity experiments with 
each CLPP5S193A-STREPII and CLPP5-STREPII and using total soluble leaf 
extracts (Supplemental Table 2). Figure 3D shows a cross-correlation of the average 
relative protein abundances (based on NadjSPC) across the replicate affinity purified 
CLPP5S193A-STREPII and CLPP5-STREPII complexes. This shows that the plastid 
and non-plastid proteins co-purified with the fully active and partially active 
complexes have generally similar relative abundances. Only one plastid protein was 
enriched, namely FRUCTOSE-BISPHOSPHATASE (FBPA; HCEF1; AT3G54050) 
(44) with an average ratio of 2.2 (standard deviation 1.1). Interesting, the abundant 
stromal proteins THI1 and EF-TU were previously suggested to be CLP substrates (4, 
45) and were observed with high abundance in the eluates of both CLPP5-STREPII 
and CLPP5S193A-STREPII (Figure 3D). Furthermore stromal CPN21, abundant in 
eluates of both CLPP5 constructs (mutant/control ratio 1.2 ±1.2) (Figure 3D), was 
previously identified as a strong interactor in CLP affinity purification using CLPT1-
STREPII and CLPT2-STREPII Arabidopsis lines (17).  
3.3.5 The bottleneck for degradation is likely substrate recognition and unfolding 
by CLP adaptors and chaperones, upstream of the CLP core  
We showed that CLPP3 (one copy per CLP core) makes an essential structural 
contribution, but that its catalytic site is dispensable for plant growth and 
development, whereas the catalytic activity of CLPP5 (3 copies per CLP core) is 
essential. Based on the extensive affinity experiments described in this study, we 
conclude that the CLP core catalytic activity in the CLPP3S164A-STREPII and 
CLPP5 S193A-STREPII complexes with reduced number of catalytic triads did not 
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result in significant accumulation of substrates as compared to fully active CLP 
complexes. This suggests that the bottleneck for degradation is likely substrate 
recognition and unfolding by CLP adaptors and chaperones, upstream of the CLP 
core. In vivo substrate trapping through partial inactivation of unfolding activity of the 
CLPC/D chaperones could provide an alternative strategy for identification of 
candidate substrates. This has been a successful approach for the CLPC homolog in 
the gram-positive bacterium Staphylococcus aureus where the CLP system is not 
essential for viability (46).  
 
3.4 METHODS 
3.4.1 Plant materials, cloning, transformation, Genotyping, RT-PCR  
The T-DNA insertion lines for CLPP3 (At1g66670) and CLPP5 (At1g02560) 
are SALK_065330 (clpp3-1) and SALK_007708 (clpp5-1), respectively, as described 
in (20). Heterozygous clpp3-1 and clpp5-1 were used for complementation. To 
generate transgene constructs, 3.5 kb of CLPP3 and 3.7 kb of CLPP5 genomic DNA 
including 1 kb upstream and 800 bp downstream from the coding region were cloned 
using gene-specific primers (primer set 1 – see Supplemental Table 1). A 24- 
nucleotide sequence, for the 8-amino acid strepll tag (WSHPQFEK), was introduced 
into the transgene before the stop codon by PCR amplification (primer set 2 – see 
Supplemental Table 1). To create the CLPP3S164A-STREPll and CLPP5S193A-
STREPII constructs, the catalytic serine of CLPP3 and CLPP5 was substituted by 
alanine using PCR amplification using a primer set 3. All PCR products were sub- 
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cloned into pCR™8/GW/TOPO®vector (Invitrogen) and binary vector pMDC123 
using Gateway® LR Clonase® II enzyme mix (Invitrogen) and then  introduced into 
the Agrobacterium tumefaciens GV3101 by electroporation. Agrobacterium-mediated 
transformation by flower dip methods was according to (47). Crude plant genomic 
DNA was extracted from grinding frozen leaf tissues in the gDNA extraction buffer 
(0.2 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 0.25 M NaCl, 0.025 M EDTA, pH 8.0, 0.5% SDS) and 
precipitated by isopropanol. Genotyping was performed using CLPP3/5-specific 
(primer set 4), transgene-specific primers (primer set 5), and T-DNA specific primers 
(primer set 6) Total RNA was extracted from grinding frozen leaf tissues using 
RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen). The first-strand of cDNA was synthesized using 
SuperScript® III First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen) and then used for the 
synthesis of the second-strand cDNA. Primers are listed in Supplemental Table 1.  
3.4.2 Plant growth and phenotypic analysis  
WT, clpp3-1 null, and complemented CLPP3-STREPII and CLPP3S164A-
STREPII T2 seeds were surface disinfected with 70% ethanol for 15 min and then 
rinsed with 95% ethanol for three times before sowing on the half Murashige and 
Skoog (1/2 MS) plates. These plates were put in a cold room (4°C, dark) for 3 days 
stratification and then transferred into the growth chamber with 16/8 light/dark at 70 
µmol photons/m2s for 12 days. Plates were relocated and observed every day. For soil-
grown phenotypic analysis, wt, complemented CLPP3-STREPII and CLPP3S164A-
STREPII T3 seeds were sown on soil, put in a cold room for 3 days stratification, and 
then transferred in a growth chamber (16/8 light /dark at 120-150 µmol photons/m2s). 
These soil-growing plants were observed every two days. The plant height and the 
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number of the rosettes leaves were recorded for the growth and development rate. 
Complemented CLPP5-STREPII and transgenic CLPP5S193A-STREPII were grown 
side by side on soil after 5 days stratification and then grown under 10/14 light/dark at 
120-150 µmol photons/m2s. BASTA-spraying was performed every 2-3 days for the 
first 14 days. Survival CLPP5-STREPII and CLPP5S193A-STREPII were genotyped 
and observed every week. At least ten developing siliques with similar size (length 
1.8-2.0 cm) from heterozygous clpp5-1 and heterozygous clpp5-1 with CLPP5S193A-
STREPII T2 plants were exanimated under the dissecting microscope. Seeds were 
counted according to its colors.   
3.4.3 SDS-PAGE, BN-PAGE, and immunoblot  
Total leaf protein extraction under denaturing condition and non-denaturing 
condition was performed according to (48) and (15), respectively. Isolation of stromal 
proteins was according to (17). For immunoblot analysis of transgene expression and 
the assembly state of CLPPRT complexes, 20 µg of total leaf soluble proteins or 10-50 
µg of stromal proteins were separated on SDS-PAGE or Novex pre-cast Bis-Tris 4-
16% gel (Invitrogen), transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes or PVDF membranes, 
stained in Ponceau S solution (0.3% Ponceau in 3% TCA). The immunoblot blot using 
anti-STREPII, anti-CLPR2 and, anti-CLPP3 antiserum was according to (17). 
3.4.4 Affinity purification of STREPII-tagged CLP complexes and MS/MS 
analysis  
At least 2 mg stromal proteins or 24 mg total leaf proteins extracted under the 
non-denaturing conditions was loaded on a self-packed StrepTactin column using the 
superflow high capacity resin (IBA) according to (15), except that 5 mM biotin instead 
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of 2.5 mM desthiobiotin  was included in the elution step. To remove biotin-
conjugated proteins founded in the affinity eluates, avidin (0.2 mg per g leaf tissue) 
was later included in the extraction buffer during total soluble protein extraction from 
CLPP5-STREPII and CLPP5S193A-STRERPII lines. Amicon and Microcon spin 
concentrators (3 kDa) were used for concentration of the eluates before further 
analysis. 
Concentrated eluates were separated on 10.5-14% precast gels (Biorad), 
followed by the MS-compatible silver stain. Comparative proteome analysis using an 
LTQ-Orbitrap mass spectrometer, data processing, database searches, quantification of 
the relative protein abundance, as well as the selection of the best gene models 
followed the procedures described in Friso (2011). We evaluated the samples for 
potential enrichment based on matched MS/MS adjusted spectra (adjSPC) normalized 
to the total number of adjSPC in each sample, resulting in NadjSPC. Annotations are 
from the Plant Proteome Data Base (http://ppdb.tc.cornell.edu/). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
INVESTIGATION OF THE SPATIAL PROXIMITY OF THE CLP SUBUNITS 
WITHIN THE CHLOROPLAST CLP MACHINERY1 
 
4.1 ABSTRACT 
Chloroplast CLP proteases have a far greater complexity than other known 
CLP protease in mitochondria or prokaryotes. It is composed of 10 different subunits 
(CLPP1, P3-6, R1-4), organized as two heptameric P and R rings, and two accessory 
proteins CLPT1-2 specific to higher plants. Although the stoichiometry of the CLPPR 
core is solved, the functions of the unique C-terminal extension of plant CLPPR 
subunits and the structure of chloroplast CLPPRT are unknown. The CLP protease 
complex must interact with the CLPC1,2 and CLPD AAA+ chaperones (likely 
organized as hexameric rings) for substrate selection, unfolding and delivery into the 
protease core for degradation. Yet, little is known about this interaction between CLP 
protease and chaperones, nor is it known if the hexameric rings are homo- or 
heterooligomers. To better understand these structure-function questions, we applied a 
mass spectrometry (MS) cleavable DSSO crosslinker to the affinity-enriched CLP 
complexes and investigated the spatial proximity of the CLPP/R/T/C subunits through 
MS analysis; this approach is termed XL-MS. We obtained XL-MS results from 
multiple independent experiments using either CLPR4, CLPP3, CLPP5 or CLPC1-
TRAP as bait. This chapter summarizes these preliminary results, as well as concepts, 
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challenges and follow-up analysis, including application of the proximity data for 
structural modeling and co-evolution analysis. 
___________________________ 
1This is an ongoing project with Dr. Clinton Yu and Professor Lan Huang at the 
Department of Physiology & Biophysics, University of California, Irvine, CA. Jui-
Yun prepared chloroplast CLP complexes and performed peptide digestion with the 
aid from Dr. Giulia Friso. Dr. Clinton Yu conducted the MSn and data analysis.  
 
4.2 INTRODUCTION 
Arabidopsis CLP protease is a ~350 kDa protein complex, composed by two 
heptameric rings, the P-ring and R ring (1, 2). Compared to known CLP homologs in 
mitochondria and non-plant species, chloroplast CLP complexes have several unique 
features. First, two accessory proteins CLPT1/T2 are associated with CLP complexes 
(3, 4). These two accessory proteins are unique to the plants and are suggested to 
stabilize the CLPPR complexes through their MYFF motif interacting with a 
hydrophobic region of the CLPPR complex (4); however, the docking site of 
CLPT1/T2 is unknown.  Second, CLPP/R subunits have an additional C-terminal 
extension as compared to bacterial homologs. These C-terminal extensions are only 
present in high plants and their function is unclear. Third, chloroplast CLP complexes 
have a hetero-oligomeric composition with a unique stoichiometry P1: R1: R2: R3: 
R4: P3: P4: P5: P6= 3: 1: 1: 1: 1: 1: 2: 3: 1 (2). These CLPP/R subunits show no or 
very little (ClpR1 and ClpR3) redundancy to each other and have only 20-40% 
identity between them (5). It is mystery why the chloroplast CLP evolved such 
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complexity and it is not clear if this represents an adaptation to the plastid/chloroplast 
proteome. The spatial arrangement of these CLPPR subunits is unknown, and may 
hold the key to understanding this increased complexity and interaction with 
CLPT1/2, CLPC1/2, and CLPD chaperones.  
Since protein function and structure are closely related, investigation of the 
protein-protein interactions (PPI) within the complexes not only provides assembly 
and structural information, but also helps to elucidate possible regulatory mechanisms 
for protein functions. Current techniques in structural biology include X-ray 
crystallography, NMR, and cryo-EM. However, technical barriers (difficult for 
crystallization) and limitations (suitable for small proteins or low resolution) make 
application of these techniques to study protein complexes in details challenging and 
difficult (6-8). For example, preparation of the pure and sufficient amounts of 
crystallized protein complexes is the bottleneck for X-ray crystallography. 
Recombinant proteins are commonly used for sample preparation. However, this 
strategy requires several trials to find the best condition to maximize the protein yield. 
The chloroplast CLP complex has a complicated composition that makes 
reconstitution from recombinant proteins challenging and it is not clear if this would 
yield complexes that represent the native state.  NMR is limited to proteins with a 
small size (< 50kDa), which does not work for CLPPRT complexes. Cryo-EM in 
increasingly successful at obtained high resolution structures and the chloroplast CLP 
system would be a very suitable target, assuming we can obtain a sufficiently enriched 
solution of native complexes. 
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Recently, a XL-MS approach (MS analysis of crosslinked peptides) has 
become an emerging tool to study the potential PPI within a complex through the 
residue-residue proximity analysis restrained by the length of crosslinkers (9, 10). This 
approach is complementary to the techniques mentioned above and can capture critical 
information about inter- and intra-protein contact sites.  
So far, little structural information is available for chloroplast CLPPRT 
complexes. Here we conducted XL-MS analysis of the chloroplast CLP complexes 
using a symmetric MS-cleavable crosslinker DSSO (disuccinimidyl sulfoxide) and a 
highly sensitive MS instrument (Figure 1). DSSO is lysine-reactive crosslinker with 
10-12 angstrom armlength. Due to its symmetric MS-cleavable nature, three types of 
the links (inter-subunit, intra-subunit, and dead end) can be distinguished at MS2 
through their unique fragment pattern in the mass spectrometer. This facilitates the 
interpretation of MS data of protein-protein proximity (inter-subunit links) and 
provides structural details for protein complexes (11). Our goal of the XL-MS analysis 
is to prepare and collect the residue-residue proximity data for mapping the 3D 
structure and understand the regulation mechanisms of the chloroplast CLP complex. 
 
4. 3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
4.3.1 Affinity Purification of CLPRT cores using total leaf tissues 
To enrich CLP complexes for in vitro crosslinking, different strep-tagged transgenic 
lines CLPP5-strepII and cCLPR4-strepII were used to enrich CLP complexes P-ring, 
R-ring, and CLPPR cores, using affinity protocols as described in (2, 4). Since 
CLPPRTs copurified with strep-tagged CLPC1E374AE718A, this 
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CLPC1E374AE718A line was also used to purify CLP complexes, with the aim to 
capture the transient interaction between CLPC1 and CLPPRT in vivo.  
 
 
Figure 1. The workflow of XL-MS. 
Adapted with permission from Yu and Huang et al (12) ©2018, American Chemical 
Society.  
 
 
For Clp purification, rosette leaves were ground into fine powder in liquid 
nitrogen and resuspend with extraction buffer (with Pefabloc SC and avidin). After 
three time mixing by vortex, the leaf extract was filtered with 3-4 layers of miracloth, 
followed by ultracentrifuge at 100k g at least 1 hr at 4°C. The supernatant (in some 
cases after concentration using 50 kDa Amicon concentrators) was loaded on 1 ml 
strep columns (IBA, StrepTactinXT). The affinity purification followed the 
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manufactural protocol except that additional 5 times wash steps were included. Eluate 
fractions were then concentrated using 50 kDa Amicon concentrator before use.       
4.3.2 DSSO crosslinking of affinity purified CLP complexes  
Various DSSO concentration (0, 0.25, 0.75, 1.0 mM) were tested for 
crosslinking of the affinity elute products to determine the optimal concentration of 
DSSO crosslinking at given protein concentrations. The most optimal concentration 
was used in subsequent larger scale cross-linking experiments.  
4.3.3 Sample preparation and MSn analysis  
Affinity-enriched CLP complexes were concentrated using Microcon-30 (30 
kDa cutoff). Microcons were washed with 300 μl of milliQ water by spinning at 14k g 
for 5 min before use.  The protein sample was added to the Microcon and span at 14k 
g for 5 min or more for concentration. The concentrated sample was washed with 300 
μl of 20 mM Hepes by spinning at 14k g for 25 min. For sample denaturation, 450 μl 
of 8M urea dissolved in 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate was added. Sample reduction 
was performed by adding 2 μl of 100 mM DTT dissolved in 25 mM ammonium 
bicarbonate and incubating at RT for 30 min. For sample alkylation, 5 μl of 100 mM 
iodoacetamide (prepare freshly) was added. After 30 min RT incubation for 
denaturation and alkylation steps, the sample was collected by spinning at 14k g for 5 
min and washed twice with 300 μl Hepes by spinning at 14k g for 25 min. For 
additional denaturation, 20 μl of 8M urea in 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate was 
added. Adjust the pH of the sample solution by adding additional 85 μl of 25 mM 
ammonium bicarbonate (the end urea concentration is 1.5 M) before trypsin digestion. 
Trypsin digestion was performed using trypsin solution (protease: protein mass ratio= 
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1: 20) and incubated at 37°C for 14 hr. The digested sample was collected by spinning 
at 14k g for 25 min. The peptide sample collected in the flow-through was desalted 
using Pierce C18 column according to the manufacture manual. Desalted peptides 
were dried and resuspended in 10 μl 2% acetone and 1% formaldehyde. MS analysis 
was performed using the Thermo Scientific Orbitrap Fusion Lumos Tribrid Mass 
Spectrometer at the proteomic facility, University of California Irvine according to 
(11). 
 
4.4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
4.4.1 In vitro crosslinking of CLPPRT complexes 
To investigate the proximity of the CLP subunits within the tetradecamer, we 
first tested in vitro crosslinking of the affinity eluates pulled down from strep-tagged 
CLP lines. We decided to carry out the crosslinking after affinity-enrichment of the 
Clp complexes, because previous experiments showed that the purified Clp complex 
was relative stable (2).  The alternative approach is to cross-link soluble leaf protein 
extracts or chloroplast protein extracts but that would require more DSSO crosslinker 
and could result in protein degradation during the incubation at room temperature with 
DSSO. Such potential and likely uncontrolled degradation is less of a problem when 
Clp complexes are first purified.  
4.4.2 Titration of DSSO concentration for crosslinking 
To optimize the crosslinking reaction, we first performed a titration test to 
determine the optimal concentration for DSSO crosslinking using affinity-enriched 
CLP product extracted from the strep-tagged CLP lines. Since the yield of CLP in the 
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affinity eluates from 10 g tissues was too limited for quantification by protein 
concentration essays (e.g. Bradford), we estimated the yield through western blot 
signals with several assumptions based on previous proteome analysis of the 
transgenic CLP lines.  These assumptions are that i) stromal proteins account for about 
half of the total soluble leaf proteins, ii) CLP complexes are about 0.01% of stroma 
proteins (13), and iii) the affinity purification yield of CLP is 5% (based on prior 
experience). After applying these factors, we could calculate the approximate amount 
of the CLPPRT complexes in the affinity eluates for subsequent crosslinking. For 
example, from 20 g leaf tissue, we could extract 160 mg of total soluble leaf proteins 
(quantified using BCA assay), resulting in an estimated 0.008 mg Clp core protein. 
Considering the 5% purification efficiency, the estimate yield of CLP in the affinity 
eluates is ~0.4 µg of CLPPRT (350 kDa) in the affinity eluate (~1 pmol of complex).  
To find the optimal DSSO concentration, we applied different concentrations 
of DSSO (0, 0.5, 0.75, or 1.0 mM) to the affinity eluates from the strep-tagged CLP 
lines and incubated them at room temperature for 30 min. In the previously published 
protocols for other non-plant complexes (11, 14, 15), incubations were done at 37°C 
but we wanted to avoid such non-physiological temperatures. Affinity eluates from 
before and after crosslinking were loaded on the same gel for western blot analysis 
against strepII antiserum. The optimal concentration was determined based on higher 
molecular mass products and loss of monomeric signals (Figure 2A-B).  
4.4.3 DSSO crosslinking and MS analysis  
To study the protein-protein interactions within the CLPPRT complexes, 
several different strep-tagged lines were used for CLP purification and DSSO   
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Figure 2. Western blot of the affinity eluates before and after DSSO crosslinking. 
A, Titration of DSSO using the affinity eluates from the strep-tagged CLPR4 lines. 
The protein input for DSSO titration is the CLP R ring.  Anti-strepII antiserum was 
used for western blot. *: strep-tagged CLPR4. Arrows: higher molecular mass product. 
B, Titration of DSSO using the affinity eluates from the strep-tagged CLPP5 lines. 
The protein input for DSSO titration is the CLP complexes purified from the strep-
tagged CLPP5 lines. Anti-strepII antiserum was used for western blot. *: strep-tagged 
CLPP5. Arrows: higher molecular mass product. C, DSSO crosslinking of the affinity 
eluates from the strep-tagged CLPC1E374AE718A lines. The protein input for DSSO 
crosslinking is the CLP complexes purified from the strep-tagged 
CLPC1E374AE718A lines. M: marker; B: before XL; A: after XL. Anti-strepII 
antiserum was used for western blot. *: strep-tagged CLPCE374AE718A. Arrows: 
higher molecular mass product. 
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crosslinking. These lines include the complemented strep lines CLPR4 (clpr4-
1/CLPR4-STREPII), CLPP3 (clpp3-1/CLPP5-STREPII) and CLPP5 (clpp5-1/CLPP5-
STREPII). These lines were chosen because of the location of the strep-tagged subunit 
(in P or R ring) and their (nearly) fully complemented phenotypes. Previously, we 
could still detect the individual P/R-ring in addition to the whole CLPPR cores in the 
eluates by BN-PAGE and mass spectrometry (chapter three).  We therefore used these 
lines as different baits to enrich the CLPPR cores and P/R-rings. 
We first tested DSSO crosslinking using the affinity eluates extracted from 20 
g strep-tagged CLPP3 or CLPP5 plants. XL-MS of these two samples gave several 
inter-subunit links, including CLPR4-CLPP4 (between R-ring and P-ring), CLPR3-
CLPP3 (between R-ring and P-ring), CLPR4-CLPR2 (within R ring). No inter-subunit 
links were found within the P ring, and this is likely because of the relative low 
number of lysine residues (where the DSSO reacts with) in CLPP subunits as 
compared to CLPR subunits (see (16)). Known endogenous contaminants (streptavidin 
column interactors such as biotin carboxylase) and a few non-plastid proteins were 
also observed in samples, but they did not link to CLP subunits.  
To increase the coverage and reduce the cellular contaminants for streptavidin 
resin, we doubled the amount of starting leaf material 40 g (~0.8 µg Clp core) and 
treated the total soluble proteins with avidin (0.2 mg per g tissues) prior to affinity 
purification to reduce biotin-conjugated protein contaminants. Since CLPP3 and 
CLPP5 are both located in the CLPP ring and CLPP5 has more copy number (3x) in 
the tetradecamer than CLPP3 (1x), we used the strep-tagged CLPP5 rather than 
CLPP3, in addition to strep-tagged CLPR4 for the second XL-MS analysis. A total 32 
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different inter-subunit links were identified. In the CLPR4 sample, 22 unique inter-
subunit links were identified. In the CLPP5 sample, 20 unique inter-subunit links were 
identified (Table 1). Only 10 links were identified in both CLPP5 and CLPR4 
samples. In addition, the inter-subunit links within the P ring were only found in 
CLPP5 samples but not in CLPR4 samples, suggesting that using the affinity product 
extracted from the different strep-tagged CLP lines can increase the coverage of the 
crosslinks. The inter-subunit links were summarized in the matrix (Figure 3). Several 
other chloroplast proteins, not considered part of the CLP system, were also identified: 
CPN60 was identified in CLPR4 sample, while Hsp70 were found in both CLPP5 and 
CLPR4 samples, but there is no indication that they directly interacted with the CLP 
complex. These chaperones are abundant in vivo (17). 
Our initial goal for XL-MS analysis is to directly map the spatial arrangement 
of the CLPPRT complexes through the subunit proximity within the complexes. 
However, the residue-residue proximity data collected so far is not sufficient to reject 
any potential spatial arrangement model. It is because most of the inter-subunit links 
have one end residue in the N/C-terminal or handle regions that are either not present 
or flexible (conformation change), predicted according to the bacterial CLP homologs 
(Figure 4 and Table 2). It is difficult to conclude their possible spatial arrangement 
without further structural information and computational modeling. Additional 
structural modeling with various types of the spatial arrangement restrained by the 
residue-residue proximity data from the XL-MS may help to solve the spatial 
arrangement of CLPPRT complexes. Recently, a new computational approach that 
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predicts the protein 3D structure by the sequence variation during evolution has been 
developed (19, 20). The idea for this approach is that the variation of the residues 
 
 
Figure 3. Proximity matrix of the CLPPRT subunits according to the inter-
subunit links. x: intersubunit link(s).  
Table 1.  Summary of the interlinks among CLP subunits identified through the XL-MS of the eluates from strep-tagged CLPP5/R4 lines
Inter-subunit links CLPR4 CLPP5
ClpP1 (R-ring):K164-ClpR2 (R-ring):K266 x
ClpP1 (R-ring):K164-ClpR3 (R-ring):K254 x x
ClpP1 (R-ring):K7-ClpR1 (R-ring):K114 x x
ClpP1 (R-ring):K7-ClpR4 (R-ring):K282 x
ClpP3 (P-ring):K198-ClpP4 (P-ring):K276 x
ClpP3 (P-ring):K198-ClpP4 (P-ring):K276|K280 x
ClpP3 (P-ring):K198-ClpP4 (P-ring):K280 x
ClpP3 (P-ring):K215;K218-ClpP5 (P-ring):K273 x
ClpP3 (P-ring):K277-ClpP6 (P-ring):K241 x
ClpP3 (P-ring):K283;K288;K289-ClpR3 (R-ring):K294 x
ClpP3 (P-ring):K288;K289-ClpR3 (R-ring):K294 x
ClpP3 (P-ring):K288|K289-ClpR3 (R-ring):K292 x
ClpP3 (P-ring):K288|K289-ClpR3 (R-ring):K294 x
ClpP3 (P-ring):K289-ClpP6 (P-ring):K241 x
ClpP3 (P-ring):K289-ClpR3 (R-ring):K292 x x
ClpP3 (P-ring):K289-ClpR3 (R-ring):K294 x x
ClpP4 (P-ring):K201-ClpR2 (R-ring):K211 x x
ClpP4 (P-ring):K227-ClpR2 (R-ring):K211 x
ClpP4 (P-ring):K227-ClpR3 (R-ring):K254 x x
ClpP4 (P-ring):K227-ClpR4 (R-ring):K264 x x
ClpP4 (P-ring):K227-ClpT2 (wP-ring):K158 x x
ClpP4 (P-ring):K276-ClpP5 (P-ring):K276 x
ClpP6 (P-ring):K241-ClpT1 (wP-ring):K139 x
ClpP6 (P-ring):K241-ClpT1 (wP-ring):K150 x
ClpR1 (R-ring):K114-ClpR2 (R-ring):K211 x
ClpR2 (R-ring):K211-ClpR3 (R-ring):K292 x
ClpR2 (R-ring):K211-ClpR4 (R-ring):K217 x x
ClpR2 (R-ring):K211-ClpR4 (R-ring):K264 x x
ClpR2 (R-ring):K211-ClpR4 (R-ring):K267 x
ClpR2 (R-ring):K211-ClpR4 (R-ring):K300 x
ClpR2 (R-ring):K226-ClpR4 (R-ring):K300 x
ClpR2 (R-ring):K258-ClpR4 (R-ring):K300 x
x: interlink indentified 
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responsible for protein complex assembly has been restrained during evolution. In 
other word, these residues are less variable and often co-evolve with the adjacent 
residue in 3D structure during evolution unless another biological constrain involves 
(mutation for certain biological functions). This approach may contribute to the 
investigation of the 3D structure of chloroplast CLPPRT complexes.   
More and more bacterial structural studies have pointed out that AAA+ chaperones 
regulate the conformational state of the CLP protease through the allosteric effect 
caused by chaperone docking (21-23). To investigate the interaction between CLP 
chaperones and proteases, we applied the DSSO crosslinker to the affinity eluates 
extracted from the CLPC1E374AE718A line (wt/CLPC1E374AE718A-STREPII) 
(Figure 2C). The transgenic CLPC1E374AE718A-strepII line was chosen because our 
previous study showed that whole CLP complexes were enriched in the affinity eluate 
extracted from the CLPC1E374AE718A line (Montandon et al., under revision). 
Surprisingly, XL-MS analysis identified so far only two unique inter-subunit links 
within the CLPPR complex and none of the links between CLP chaperone and 
protease were found. Several possible reasons may explain the lack of observed inter-
subunit link between CLPC1 and CLPPRT. One reason may be that the interaction 
was lost during sample preparation and/or affinity purification. Modified experimental 
conditions could help preserve the interaction between the CLP chaperones and CLP 
protease core complexes. Alternatively, two step crosslinking (in vivo mild 
formaldehyde crosslinking prior to cell lysis and in vitro DSSO crosslinking after cell 
lysis) may help to stabilize the transient interaction between the complexes and the  
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Figure 4. The crystal structure of the protomer of E. coli CLPP 1YG6. Adapted 
from Liu et al (18) © 2014, Taylor & Francis. 
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following strep purification (9). Another explanation for the lack of observed CLPC 
and CLP core interactions is simple the lack of sufficient CLPPRT complexes co-
purified with the strep-tagged CLPC1E374AE718A protein in the sample. Indeed, 
prior analysis indicated a 5:1 protein mass ratio between ClpC1 and the CLP core 
complex. Given that the CLP protease contains 11 different subunits (P1, P3-6, R1-4, 
T1-2), the actual molar ratio between ClpC1 and each CLP core subunit is even more 
skewed. As mentioned previously, our first trial of XL-MS analysis using eluates 
extracted from ~20 g P3/P5 tissues provided little information (2 unique inter-subunit 
links). However, when we doubled the amount of protein, we could identify more than 
20 unique inter-subunit links. This supports the idea that we simply need to increase 
yield to observe CLPC1-CLP protease interactions. It is noted that one of the inter-
subunit links found in the XL-MS analysis of CLPC1E374AE718A sample is 
R4K264-P4K227. CLPR4 and CLPP4 locates in R-ring and P ring, respectively. This 
interlink between P-ring and R-ring implies that the CLPPRT complexes were present 
in the eluates. Using more starting materials to generate protein eluates may increase 
the inter-subunit links identified through XL-MS analysis. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE  
 
5. 1. CONCLUSIONS 
Protein homeostasis, proteostasis, is critical for cell viability and growth. 
Proteostasis requires the integrated activities of protein synthesis, protein folding, and 
protein degradation. Protein degradation by proteases needs to be well regulated since 
proteolysis is an irreversible reaction and costs energy. Caseinolytic protease (CLP) is 
central in the chloroplast protease network. Similar as bacterial CLP, chloroplast CLP 
is composed of multiple components (proteolytic core, chaperones, and adaptors) that 
fine-tune the protein degradation in response to the environmental and developmental 
cues. The CLP protease consists of a barrel-like tetradecamer enclosing the catalytic 
sites. However, chloroplast CLP protease distinguishes itself from the bacterial or 
mitochondria homologs by several unique structural characters: i) hetero-oligomeric 
composition of the tetradecamer that is associated with additional accessory proteins 
unique to higher plants, and ii) C-terminal extensions of the CLPP or CLPR subunits. 
It is unclear why chloroplast CLP has a far more diverse composition and how these 
different CLPP/R proteins contribute to the proteolytic system.  
Here, I successfully showed that the Arabidopsis CLPP3 and CLPP5 core 
proteins make different contributions to the catalytic function of the chloroplast CLP 
machinery. Inactivation of the catalytic serine of CLPP5 (CLPP5S193A) led to 
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embryo lethality in the developing seeds, whereas a point mutation in CLPP3 
(CLPP3S164A) did not affect plant growth and development. This phenotypic data 
further showed that CLPP3 makes an important structural contribution to CLP core 
complex since clpp3 null mutants could not grow autotrophically, and ii) the catalytic 
activity of CLPP5 is essential since CLPP5S193A could not rescue the embryo 
lethality of clpp5 null mutant. Whether this difference is only due to the difference in 
stoichiometry between CLPP3 and CLPP5 (one and three copies per complex 
rexpectively) within the tetradecamer, or additional structural contributions (e.g. 
additional C-terminal extension), is unclear.  
In vivo trapping has been used for AAA+ proteases to systematically identify 
protease substrates. This approach requires substrates over-accumulating in the 
tetradecameric complexes prior to affinity enrichment and MS analysis. However, no 
obvious CLP substrate accumulation was found after extensive MS analysis of the 
affinity enriched CLP complexes from CLPP3/CLPP3S164A or CLPP5/CLPP5S193A 
lines. Only one protein (FBPA; HCEF1; AT3G54050) passed the quantitative 
enrichment criteria that have been used in similar experimental CLP trapping studies 
in bacteria. Whether FBPA/HCEF1 is a real substrate will require for further 
experimentation. A lack of the overaccumulation of proteins within the CLP 
tetradecamer with one or more inactive CLPPs suggests that proteolytic activity 
contributed by either CLPP3 or CLPP5 is not the bottleneck in protein substrate 
degradation in vivo. In addition, this MS data does not favor the hypothesis that each 
CLPP cleaves specific substrates (if so, substrate accumulation would be seen in the 
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MS data). Indeed, the processive nature of CLPP proteolysis argues against specific 
substrates for individual CLP subunits. 
If indeed the individual chloroplast CLPP subunit do not have specific 
cleavage selectivity, whereas yet CLPPs do not show much functional redundancy, 
how does each CLPP and CLPR uniquely contribute to the chloroplast CLP 
machinery? One hypothesis is that these CLPP/R/T have co-evolved and are currently 
all needed for structural stability of the core complex, and/or interaction with the 
CLPC/D chaperones. The unique CLPPR C-terminal extensions are indeed expected 
to influence interaction with other proteins outside the tetradecamer. Cross-linking MS 
(XL-MS) combined with other structural techniques have recently developed into 
successful tools to determine dynamic protein-protein interaction in vivo. The 
preliminary data of the XL-MS in chapter 4 showed the possible interactions among 
CLPP/R/T within the tetradecamer. This preliminary work has established the pipeline 
of in vitro DSSO crosslinking of plant proteins and paves the way for a more detailed 
exploration of the 3D structure and the possible regulation of the chloroplast CLP 
machinery.  
 
5. 2. FUTURE PERSPECTIVE 
Protein degradation by the CLP system in chloroplasts must be carefully 
regulated. Yet its substrate recognition and degradation mechanisms are not known. 
Investigation of the degrons and adaptors recognized by the chloroplast CLP system 
will be important to understand substrate recognition, and eventually control, engineer 
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and tune proteostasis in chloroplasts. Tunable chloroplast protein half-life has also 
many potential applications in crop biotechnology.  Elucidation of the structures and 
interactions within the chloroplast CLP system could be achieved through co-
evolution analysis especially when combined with structural analysis (cryoEM, in vivo 
or in vitro XL, and computational modeling). Such structural elucidation should 
include how the individual CLP subunits and assemblies help regulate functionality of 
the chloroplast CLP machinery. 
 
  
 
